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MARRIED 
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Kourt’s
vacay…

‘WE’RE
DUE FOR
A SPLIT’

Pink’s marriage

ONLY
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BUMP

PICS!

Lara’s 
baby
shock

‘FIVE
MONTHS
PREGNANT!’
THE STAR BRINGS ROCKET
HOME TO OZ TO SHARE HER 
BIG NEWS – BABY NO.2!
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*US consumer perception test, 155 women, age 18-35.

NEW WONDER’FULL
VOLUME COLOURIST MASCARA
WITH LASH TINT COMPLEX

Georgia May Jagger wears Wonder’full Volume Colourist Mascara.

In an instant lashes are dressed with jet-black 
impact. Gradually over time, a lash tint complex 
makes bare lashes darker.



Rimmel’s innovative
VOLUME COLOURIST  
MASCARA that  
darkens bare lashes  
in two weeks*
Do you ever feel naked without your 
mascara? Well now with Rimmel’s  
revolutionary new mascara you no  
longer have to be scared to go bare!  
Volume Colourist tints bare lashes over 
time while the volumising formula loads 
lashes for jet black impact with or  
without mascara! 

*BASED ON AVERAGE US CONSUMER PERCEPTION TEST, 155 WOMEN, AGE 18-35

 

AFTER 2 WEEK
VISUAL SIMULATIONBEFORE

LASH TINT

COMPLEX

       D
A
R

K
ENS BARE LA

                  IN
2 WEEK

S*



Impromptu weekend plans…  
unscheduled sleepovers… 
we all have times when we wish we were  
mascara-ready. Let’s face it, we don’t have 
the time for pricey salon trips to get our 
lashes tinted, and we definitely don’t have 
the patience for fiddly at home tinting, 
but going au naturel can be a daunting 
prospect. 

No fear! Volume Colourist spells the end of 
invisible lashes. Its semi permanent lash tint 
complex tints your lashes over time, from two 
weeks of regular use, giving you dark sexy 
lashes from root to tip! The more you use, the 
more natural tinting colourants are delivered 
to the surface of your lashes, gradually 
making your bare lashes appear darker and 
your eyes pop! This, combined with our 
creamy ultra black lash volumising formula 
makes this a mascara not to miss out on!  
Go on, go darker.

Are you always rushing in the morning? ✔

Ever run into your crush at the gym mascara free? ✔

Do you feel naked without mascara? ✔

Have you ever been caught out without 

your mascara after an unplanned sleepover? ✔

Is Volume Colourist 

                     for you?

  

WITH  
NEW COLOUR
PRECISE LINE
– all day wear

complete

THE LOOK



T
he
Logie
Awards
are

renowned for
stars letting
their hair down,
and this year

was no diferent! OK!’s Carrissa
and Penelope were front and
centre as Jennifer Hawkins
revealed she couldn’t wait to get
on the dance loor – and the
tequila! Karl ic gave

pe a
if he was

going to have a big night, while
a smitten Bachie Richie was in
safe hands with his ‘wingman’
Osher Günsberg. here was
also plenty of drama as he
Real Housewives of Melbourne’s
Gamble revealed relations
between the ladies were ‘icy’ and
half the cast weren’t on speaking
terms. And Jesinta Campbell
– who clearly wasn’t going
commando this year – battled
the need to ‘pick a wedgie’!

LUCY WALKER
ACTING EDITOR

RAL

HAVE YOUR SAY! mail@okmagazine.com.au facebook.com/okmagaustralia
twitter.com/okmagaustralia instagram.com/okmagaustralia
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The LOGIE A

CARRIE

BICKMORE
PAOLOSEBASTIAN

The 35-year-old TV
host looked demure
and sexy. ‘Carrie
Bickmore is all
class,’ noted one
fan. ‘She doesn’t

feel the need to get
her boobs out,’ said
another. Hey, each

to their own!

REBECCA

JUDD
J’ATONCOUTURE

The expectant
mumof twin boys
told OK! her baby
blue J’Aton gown
hidmany secrets.
‘I’mwearing flats!’
confessed Rebecca,
33. ‘I can’t wear
heels – not until I

get these boys out!’

LOOK  

OF THE 

WEEK

DELTA

GOODREM
PAOLOSEBAST

The 31-year-o
singer found a
fan in Jesint
Campbell, wh
revealed to O

‘I can’t wait fo
Delta! I love her
I love seeing Au
women kickin
arse.’ So dow

M
TIAN

old
big

ta
ho

OK!,K

or
r and
ussie
ng
we!

JENNIFER 

HAWKINS
ALEX PERRY

‘I’ve got no award 
presentation 

commitments,’ the 
32-year-old stunner 
told OK! on the red 
carpet. ‘That’s why 

I wore a short dress. 
I’m going to dance 

and have a good 
time!’ Great plan!
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OK!’s top pick of  
the Aussie stars 
who dazzled on 
the red carpetAWARDS

BONNIE

SVEEN
GEORGE ELSISSA

One thing missing 
from Bonnie’s look 

was her beau 
Nathan Gooley.  

‘It’s not really his 
scene,’ she says. 

‘The spotlight  
is my work and we  

like to keep our 
relationship sacred.’

GINA

LIANO
BELLUCCIO

You can count on
the 48-year-old

Real Housewives o
Melbourne star t
make a statement
Fellow Housewife

Gamble Breaux
shared, ‘I know

Gina’s dress weigh
an absolute tonne

of

t.
e 

hs
.’

JESINTA

CAMPBELL
CAMILLA & MARC

Looking cheeky, the 
model, 24, told OK! 
the reports of her 
and fiancé Buddy 
Franklin eloping  

are false. ‘We have  
no wedding plans,’ 
she said. ‘Everyone 
can calm their farm 
and relax!’ Noted!

JESSICA 

MARAIS
J’ATON COUTURE

The 31-year-old 
Best Actress winner 

told OK!, ‘It was 
obviously nice to 

have that hard work 
recognised.’ She 

added that she was 
‘nervous’ about 

hitting the stage  
in her new heels!



S
top the presses!
heBachelor’s Sam
Wood and Snezana
Markoski have toldOK!
exclusively thatwe can
expect to hear a baby

cooing beforewedding bells!
‘Imean,whatever happens

irst, happens irst!’ said Snez,
35, who admitted she andher
personal trainer iancé had
made zerowedding plans. ‘We
probably should be planning it
more butwe’re not.’
Butwho’s got time forwedding

planswhen you’re too busy ‘trying’
to fall pregnant – right? ‘We’re
enjoying it verymuch!’ Sam spilled.
‘Wedowantmore kids.’
Looking incredible in her red

Pallas Couture gown, Snez lew
intoMelbourne fromher home in
Perth for the Logie Awards – but
not before celebratingMother’s
Daywith her 10-year-old daughter
Eve. In fact, Snezmade it to the red

carpet just in the nick of time! ‘She
lew in fromPerth today. Got in at
2pmandwas here for four,’ Sam
revealed. ‘Shewas amazing!’
Sowhatdid the35-year-old get

his glowinggirl forMother’sDay?
It’s a secret… ‘Shehasn’t got it yet!’
he admitted.
Looking right at home in her

man’s hometown, a smitten
Snezana told us she’s yet tomove
cross country – a logistical
situation they’ll need to sort out,
stat, if a bub is on theway!
‘We’re not sure exactly [when

Snezwill relocate],’ said Sam. ‘We
just bought a newhouse, so slowly
but surelywe’re getting settled.’
Anddoes Samgetmuch of a

say in decorating the newpad?
‘Categorically, no!’ he grinned.
‘I bring a suggestion up, and she’ll
go, “Great idea!” and just steer it
back to her original decision. But
that’s OKbecause she has amuch
better eye than I do!’

Theloved-up
duohave

somevery
excitingplans
intheworks!

Happyfamily
Sam,Snez,Eve

andHendrixthe
Labradorare
settoexpand!
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THE SMITTEN COUPLE REVEAL

THEIR BIG NEWS TO OK!

‘WE’RE TRYING 
FOR A BABY!’

C

 T

LOGIE 

AWARDS
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Expect a big
announcement
very soon from I’m
A Celebrity… Get
Me Out of Here!
star Laurina
Fleure, 31, and her
businessman beau
Lewis Romano, 28.
‘He’s been sussing
me out and asking
me what ring I’d
like,’ the stunner
revealed. The pair
have just ‘officially’

moved in
together, and will
soon celebrate
their one-year
anniversary on
Italy’s Amalfi
Coast, where
they first met.
A perfect
opportunity for
Lewis to pop the
question? ‘We’ll
have to wait and
see,’ said Laurina 
with a grin.  

Laurina: ‘PUT
A RING ON IT!’

Model Megan
Gale, 40, denied
a wedding is in
the works with her 
AFL star baby
daddy Shaun
Ham son. ‘I feel

like Shaun and
I have made
the biggest
commitment that
you could make by
creating a human
together, because
that’s for life,’ she
told OK!. Adorable 
little River
celebrates his
second birthday
this week. So is a
sibling something
the doting mum
would consider? ‘I
would,’ she spilled.

Attending their first Logies
together, loved-up The
Bachelorette duo Sam Frost,  
27, and 31-year-old Sasha
Mielczarek were looking
forward to a night away from
their hectic schedules.

‘We’ve been so busy and
stressed with work,’ brekkie radio
host Sam told OK!. ‘I’ve got to
work really early in the morning.’

The star drew attention with
her slender frame, but she
assured us it was no cause for
concern. ‘My weight fluctuates
all the time,’ she explained. ‘I’m
sure in winter I’m going to gain 
another five or seven kilos.’

Sam & Sasha

‘WE’RE
STRESSED 
OUT!’

Megan: ‘I MIGHT 
NOT MARRY’

RICHIE: ‘I’VE
FOUND THE ONE!’

Our newest
Bachelor

Richie Strahan, 30,
told OK! that

a particular lady
had already caught
his eye. ‘Of course!

You can probably
tell by the smile on

my face,’ he gushed,
admitting that

his first cocktail
party was

a memorable one.
‘My heart was

racing, I was grinning
from ear to ear,’ he
said. ‘It was a night

I’ll never forget.’

Sonia: ‘NO
MORE KIDS!’

Proud mama Sonia
Kruger – who stunned
on the red carpet in
her gold fringed gown
– is totally besotted
with 15-month-old
‘chatterbox’ Maggie,
her adorable daughter
with partner Craig
McPherson.

However, she
revealed more little
ones aren’t on the
agenda. ‘I feel like
I wouldn’t want to 

push my
luck at this
stage,’ the 50-year-
old star said.

‘I’m so blessed to
have her. I’m just
going to enjoy her
as much as I can.’

The TV personality,
who returned to work
just months ater
giving birth, added
that motherhood is
‘all I expected and 
then some’.

Thenightwasa
fun,glamorous
breakforthe
busy couple

Richie,with
Bachelor

‘wingman’
Osher

Günsberg, is
stillfilmingthe

new season 

Sam
brushed

offconcern
overher

slim figure
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It’s hard to believe it’s been two years 
since Zoë Foster Blake and her hubby 
Hamish Blake welcomed their impossibly 
cute baby boy Sonny into the world.  
And while his actual birthday was May 10, 
the couple threw him an early birthday 
party the weekend before.

‘Party cat,’ Zoë joked, posting a snap  
of Sonny smiling happily in a paper Thomas 
the Tank Engine party hat. It seems Sonny 

is quite the fan of the world’s most  
famous train, given his Thomas-shaped
birthday cake!

But it wasn’t just Sonny’s special 
day – Hamish, 34, also surprised 
Zoë, 35, with a cake of her own  
to celebrate Mother’s Day. ‘I am 
one lucky son of a peach,’ she 
captioned a photo of a beautifully 
lavish Bake & Co red velvet treat. 

SONNY TURNS 2!

Cuteness alert!

‘The Undetected 
Pre-Party Cake 
Nibble,’ Hamish 
joked. ‘A skill 
we’re going to 
have to work on’

Kylie Minogue’s fiancé Joshua Sasse 
has done some wedding beauty 
prep of his own, with a pal claiming 
the Galavant star has undergone  
a hair transplant! 

‘Joshua recently underwent  
the procedure with [Kylie’s] full 
support,’ the insider says. 

‘It may come as a surprise to  
some as he was definitely nowhere 
near going bald. However, his hair 
was starting to thin and it was a 
confidence thing, so he decided  

to get it done. He really doesn’t see 
it as a big deal.’ 

And while 47-year-old Kylie has 
previously said she doesn’t mind 
dating ‘bald or balding’ guys, it 
seems she’s changed her mind – the 
singer is said to have funded the 
$9800 procedure. 

Joshua, 28 – who’s splitting his 
time between London and LA for a 
TV role – has been spotted in recent 
weeks wearing hats, scarves and 
even a turban to cover his noggin. 

LOCKS FOR HER ‘BALDY!’

CLUCK 

CLUCK!

On May 6, Zoë shared 
this throwback snap – but 

could she be hinting at 
something? ‘Hey all 

pregnant women, time 
friggin flies,’ she 

wrote. 

Kylie’s gift

THIS

WEEK
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SelenaGomezhasnoplans topull
aTaylorSwit and reunite their girl
squad on her Revival Tour. ‘I made a
joke about it, Taylor was in the room,
and she looked at me like, “You shoul
totally do that!” I was like, “I can’t hav
all those people come on my stage!”’
she reveals. ‘Ihave a lot more to do
on my own before I’m willing to make
it all about embracing other people.’

Also absent from her tour is her
Justin Bieber ballad The Heart Wants
What It Wants, with the 23-year-old
admitting it’s still too raw to sing live.
‘It’s like when you smell a scent and it
takes you back to a place that maybe
wasn’t the best place.’

In fact, she wants no hint at all of
Biebs on the tour. During her Fresno
show, a fan held up a sign that read,
‘Marry Justin please.’ Sel took it,
crumpled it up and threw it on the
ground! Sooo… no hard feelings then?

‘I DON’T NEED 
A SQUAD!’

Selena disses Tay

d
ve

e

s

SHE

SAID NO!

Selena made her
views on marrying

Justin pretty
clear…

Selena can handle 
this tour all on her 
own, thanks very 
much Taylor

Jennifer Lawrence’s
shimmering silver Dior gown
at the London premiere
of X-Men: Apocalypse on May
8 may have caught fans’
attention, but it was the
enormous diamond rock
on her ring finger that had
us truly captivated!

Despite her constant
mentions of a non-existent
love-life, the 25-year-old
raised all sort of questions
when she stepped out with
the rather conspicuous
sparkler on that finger.

‘What dating life?’ Jen
quipped recently when
asked about her romantic
encounters. ‘I haven’t felt
the touch of a man in…’
the Oscar-winner laughed.

So what’s going on with
the ring bling then, JLaw?
The gorgeous star has
previously been linked
to Chris Martin, 39, but
recently she’s been spotted
reconnecting with former
flame Nicholas Hoult, 26,
(above), with the pair
‘chatting and laughing away’
as they hung out together
in LA. Hmmm…

 MAY 23, 2016 13
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DID NICK 
PUT A 
RING 
ON IT?

There was no 
missing the 

dazzler on 
Jen’s ring 

finger! Care  
to share, Jen?
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THIS

SUPERMUM!
Can you believe Chrissy Teigen gave birth 
to daughter Luna just four weeks ago? 
The sassy stunner is already back to her 
fabulous self, posting snap ater envy-
inducing snap showing off her post-baby 
body in denim shorts and a crop top. 

The 30-year-old model celebrated her
first Mother’s Day on May 8, with hubby Joh
Legend, 37, posting a sweet tribute. ‘Luna
and I are so lucky to have you in our lives. If
our daughter can be even half as awesome a
you, I will be so happy and proud,’ he wrote.

But while the singer was quick to pile the
praise on his baby mama, it seems Chrissy 
was still in charge of whipping up her own 
Mother’s Day brekkie!

Chrissy Teigen

Could Cheryl Fernandez-Versini and
Liam Payne get any cuter? We think
not! The gorgeous couple looked
more smitten than ever as they took
their romance to Paris on May 9 for
the Global Git Gala.

Their loved-up display came ater
it was revealed British singer Cheryl, 
32, has moved into her 22-year-old 
One Direction toy boy’s Los Angeles 
mansion in Calabasas. 

‘They’re so happy together and 
head over heels,’ spills a friend of  
the couple, who first went public  
with their surprise relationship in 
February. ‘It’s definitely the real  
deal. In fact, I wouldn’t be surprised  
if Cheryl had her first child with 
Liam,’ adds the friend. 

One of their biggest supporters, 

their X Factor pal Simon Cowell,
reveals he enjoyed a quiet meal with 
the couple in Hollywood recently.
‘I saw them together and we had  
a really nice dinner,’ he says. 

Simon also believes that the pair’s 
decision to lay down roots in the 
United States should now silence 
their doubters. 

‘They’re like two little chipmunks 
madly in love,’ he gushes. ‘But, 
importantly, they both seemed very 
happy over here and very relaxed.  
I’m happy for them.’

hn

as

How she maintains 
her svelte figure 

eating ‘scrambled 
eggs, chicken and 

waffles and roasted 
bacon’ is beyond us

Chrissy even 
manages to 
look amazing 
in daggy  
nanna undies!

h i X F l Si C ll

RED
CARPET 
DEBUT!

Liam couldn’t keep 
his hands off Cheryl  
at the charity event
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Once applauded for her
subtle curves, Michelle
Williams cut a very slim
figure at a Tony Awards
nominees’ event in New
York on May 4, which
prompted concern
among her fans. 

‘What’s happened to 
Michelle Williams?’ 
wrote one. ‘Is [she] ok?’
wondered another.

In the past, the 
35-year-old has been 
known to put on weight
for roles, as her Blue

Valentine director Dere
Cianfrance explains.

‘Michelle was eating
a pint of ice-cream for
breakfast and dinner
and avocado sandwiche
all day,’ he says. ‘She
wanted to do it.’

L
A

S
H

r

w
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s 

Once known for her
bombshell curves and
beachy glow, Gigi Hadid has 
been criticised for her gaunt 
appearance while out in New 
York on May 9. Wearing a 
beige frock that clung to 
her protruding ribs and hip 
bones, the 21-year-old seems 
to be fading away alarmingly. 

‘She’s lost so much weight,’ 
said a shocked fan. ‘She 
looks too thin, she looked 
better before!’ said another.

Earlier claiming that she
had ‘huge’ thighs and ‘ate
like a man’, it seems Gigi’s 
succumbed to body 
pressures she faced early  
in her career. ‘When I first 
went to visit modelling 
agencies, a lot of them were 
like, you have to lose a lot of 
weight,’ she explained. 

‘It’s funny because once 
you start to embrace what 
you have it starts to be what 
you’re known for.’

SKIN & BONES

Shrinking Gigi

The model said she 
had ‘a very athletic 
body’ growing up,  
but  observers are 
worried she’s now 
far too lean

Dietitian Cinthya 
Wibisono says Michelle 
is ‘very skinny’ and 
estimates her weight 
to be around 45kg 



She’s got one of the 
longest-running celebrity 
marriages in recent 
memory, but could Pink’s 
10-year union to motocross 
star Carey Hart be on the 
rocks? ‘We take breaks,’ 
she spilled to Ellen 
DeGeneres recently. 

‘We’ve had two breaks – 
the first one was about a 
year, and the second one  

was 11 months.’ A
the shocks didn’t
there, with the singer
adding that she and Carey,
40, were now ‘due’ for
another break! 

Pink, 36, revealed there 
was little time for romance 
in the Hart household with 
a four-year-old daughter. 
‘[Carey] always falls asleep 
putting Willow to bed,’ she 

said. The other night
I said, “Are you going to
stay up tonight?” And he 
said, “I’d like to.” I said,  
“I don’t really know what 
that means. Should I light 
candles, open wine… like, 
are we going big here?  
Or are you going to fall  
asleep again?”’ Oh dear! 

‘WE’RE 

A BREAK

WON’T COP IT
ON THE CHIN

BRAND
NEW
BABY ON
THE WAY

Katy’s ex 
Russell

A long-time target of online
bullies, Rumer Willis has had
enough, calling out US Vanity Fair 
for publishing a photo with her
sisters Tallulah and Scout in which  
a portion of Rumer’s jaw and chin
are missing. Taking to Instagram,
the 27-year-old actress wrote, ‘The 
photographer Photoshopped my
face to make my jaw smaller and
I find it really offensive for anyone 
to try and change the way you look 

so drastically. I love the way I look
and I won’t support anyone who’d 
feel a need to change the way  
I look to make me beautiful.’ 

The magazine photographer, 
Mark Williams, hit back, claiming 
there was more to the airbrushing 
than meets the eye. ‘The 
retouching was only done to 
resolve some distortion with using 
a wide-angle lens, and not to alter 
or modify anyone’s face,’ he said.

Russell Brand’s on-off 
girlfriend Laura 
Gallacher, 27, is five-
months pregnant with 
the couple’s first child! 
‘He was desperate to 

start a family,’ says an 
insider. The 40-year-
old married pop star 
Katy Perry, 31, in 2010, 
although ‘it didn’t 

work out with Katy, 
who felt she was too 

young at the time for 
kids’, adds the source. 

nd
t endd
nger saaidid ‘T‘The other night

Rumer

Perhaps trying 

to make peace, 

Carey recently 

posted on Insty, 

‘Thank you  

for being the 

best mother on  

the planet’ 
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Though Pink said 
Carey ‘sucked’, 
she added he  
was ‘very, very  
handsome’ and  
‘an  incredible dad’

‘It is a form of 
bullying, which  

I won’t stand for,’ 
says Rumer of the  

offending photo

While Russ and Laura 
play happy families, 

Katy (below) now 
wants to be a mum 

too! ‘Katy wants kids 
as soon as possible,’ 

says an insider



SECRET HOTTIE!
From Orlando Bloom and Katy Perry to
Olivia Wilde and Jason Sudeikis, tropical
Hawaii’s played the perfect vacay
location for new couples and in-love
twosomes wanting to get to know each
other better. And Kristen Wiig hasn’t
been immune to its romantic charms!

Looking gorgeous in a skimpy bikini,
the 42-year-old actress and her new
beau Avi Rothman put on a loved-up
display at Kauai on May 4.

‘They’ve been secretly dating for
a few months,’ says a friend of the
actress. ‘He’s her boyfriend. They’re
really happy together.’

Kissing and cuddling ater a dip in the
ocean, the Ghostbusters star flaunted
a much-rounder middle during the
exotic getaway. So could she and her
actor boyfriend have more than a
relationship status to confirm upon their
return to the US mainland? We hope so!

BUB ON 

BOARD!

Just days before 
she turns 50, an 
insider reveals 

Janet Jackson is 
pregnant with her 

first child, with 
hubby Wissam Al
Mana. Congrats!

SPLITSVILLE

Ater 33 years of
marriage, Ozzy and
Sharon Osbourne
are said to have
split ater she

found out he was
allegedly having

an affair with JLo’s
hairdresser.

IS IT OVER?

Five months ater
getting engaged
to media mogul

José ‘Pepe’
Bastón, Eva

Longoria has
sparked split talk
by stepping out

recently sans ring.

BITES
Love

BABY

SURPRISE!

Congratulations
Eva Mendes and
Ryan Gosling,
who welcomed
their second child
in secret last
month! Though
the pair never
confirmed Eva’s
pregnancy,
daughter Amada
Lee Gosling was
born on April 29
in Santa Monica.

Kristen Wiig’s

BABYMOON?

Is there a bun in the
oven, Kristen? ‘I’d like to
have a family,’ the star
has said of becoming a
mum one day. ‘I’d love

to have kids.’

to

d
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IT’S CLAIMED HER SCIENTOLOGY

FEARS FOR HER DAUGHTER

FORCED HER TO LEAVE TOM

R
umours have
circulated for years
aboutwhyKatie
Holmeswalked out
onTomCruise, but
the latest revelatio

claimsKatie left because she
feared the actor’s beloved
Scientologywould turn their
daughter Suri, 10, against her.
In his newbookRuthless:

Scientology,My SonDavid
Miscavige, andMe, Scientology
leaderDavidMiscavige’s father
Rondetails his eyewitness
account of Katie, 37, and
53-year-oldTom’s 2012 divorce
Ron claims church staf

moved inwith the couple to
make sure Tomwas being
taken care of. ‘hat didn’t sit
so well with Katie,’ he says.

But, he adds, ‘he big issue
really was raising Suri as a
Scientologist. If that happened,
some day it was a possibility
that she would disconnect
from Katie,’ explains Ron, 80.
He describes the religion’s
‘disconnection policy’, whereby
children of departing members
are cut of from that parent,
who is labelled a ‘suppressive
person’ or ‘SP’ and an enemy of
the church. ‘It’s a toxic policy
that ruins lives,’ Ron adds.

David’s reps have vehemently
denied Ron’s allegations, but
this isn’t the irst time the
church has been accused
of ‘disconnecting’ former
members from their families. 

Tom’s ex-wife Nicole Kidman
has been estranged from their
kids Connor and Isabella since
leaving the church. ‘Our mum
is a f---ing SP,’ Isabella allegedly
told actress Leah Remini.

Ex-Scientologist Karen de la
Carriere says Nic’s experience
motivated Katie during her
own custody battle with Tom.
‘[Katie made] it very clear she’s
not going to let what happened
with Nicole happen to her.’

SHE THOUGHT
THEY’D TAKE SURI

Why Katie left Tom…
Katieis

relishinglifeas
asinglemum
toher‘sweet

angel’ Suri

‘[Katie]andTomhad
bigdifferencesabout
thewaylifeshouldbe
lived,’ Ron reveals

Ronsaysthechurch
triestoattract
celebsasthey’re
‘opinion leaders’
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SHDL #2026 & 2031, PBL #2025 & 2030. 100 points of ID required. 

Like your ex, it’s worth more 

 to someone else.

No matter how much of a loser your ex was, you’ll win  

when you bring your unwanted jewellery into Cash Converters. 

Gold, platinum, silver or diamonds, we’ll give you  

great prices for your great pieces.

For cash on the spot, visit cashconverters.com.au  

to find your nearest store. 

 



Kar

THE REALITY STARS TAKE HAVANA,

C
uban cigars,
political gafes
and kids riding in 
open cars with no 
seatbelts – it was 
one mishap after 

another when the Kardashians 
landed in Havana recently!

Khloé, 31, and her family 
Instagrammed up a storm – and 
ruled plenty of feathers – when 
they posed with Cuban cigars 
(which are still illegal in the US) 
and sidled up to a wall plastered 
with a sign that read ‘Fidel’ – a 
reference to former communist 
dictator Fidel Castro.

Unsurprisingly, fans were
unimpressed by Khloé’s antics.
‘he name you’re standing under 
is the reason why a lot of my 
family in Cuba is living in poverty,’ 
one of them wrote on Twitter.

In fact, things were of to a bad 
start the moment the family 
arrived in convertibles – and 
no-one was wearing a seat belt, 
including Kourtney’s kids Mason, 
six, and Penelope, three, as  
well as Kim Kardashian and 
Kanye West’s two-year-old 
daughter North! ‘Why do the 
children not have seat belts 
on???’ asked one fan. 

CU
DISAS

Kimandtheklan
arrivedinHavana
onMay5. ‘Youcan
telltheyknow
nothingabout
history,’afurious
observerwrote
oftheirvisit

Reports also 
surfaced that 
Kim and Kanye 
‘couldn’t wait 
to leave Cuba’ 
because of its 
poor internet 
connection

Angryfans
askedwhy
Northwasn’t
wearing
aseatbelt

OK! NEWS
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rdashians’

BUT NOT EVERYONE’S THRILLED
Critics have also accused the

klan of cultural insensitivity. ‘he
Kardashians are [there] to tape
their vapid TV show. Haven’t the
Cuban people sufered enough?’
asked Florida congresswoman
Ileana Ros-Lehtinen.

here are even fears for the
children’s health, with Cuba being
added to the list of countries
afected by the deadly Zika virus.

Even before the Cuban
controversy, a storm was brewing
back home amid accusations
Kanye had sacked a bodyguard
for briely talking to Kim hours
before the May 2 Met Gala. But 

while ex-policeman and erotic
dancer Steve Stanulis was
dumped from duty, the married
dad of three insists he had no
desire to lirt with the reality star.

Back in the US a few days later,
after stirring up headlines for all
the wrong reasons, Kanye, 38,
continued to play up to his
OTT reputation, giving Kim
an amazing Mother’s Day gift.
he mum of two awoke to ind
an orchestra in her lounge room.
On the playlist? Let It Go from
Disney’s Frozen andTomorrow

fromAnnie– hand-picked by 
little Nori, of course!

UBAN
STER!

INFIDELS!
Social media

followers slammed
Khloé and Kim’s dubious

tourist snaps, from
smoking cigars to

standing under
a ‘Fidel’ sign.

Criticsaccused
Kourtneyof

puttingPenelope
at risk of Zika virus

P  
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A
t last, our prayers have been
answered – SaintWest hasmade
his veryirst public appearance,
and not surprisingly Kim
Kardashian and Kanye West
have a cutie on their hands!

Since young Saint’s birth on December 5
last year, Kimye have kept their little angel
mostly hidden – just like they did with North
– only sharing his cherubic face three times
on Instagram: on January 2, February 23 and
then again on March 11, when Kim wrote,

orning babe.’
And while North draws

comparisons to both of her
parents, Saint is all Kanye!

Spotted while holidaying
n Cuba, the rapper carried
is mini-me through the
olourful streets on May 7, 
hile Kim held Nori’s
and during the rare
mily outing.
‘I love Cuba!’ Kim gushed
her fans. ‘One of our best

ips yet!’
Kim recently shared some
eet details about her

mily of four and how North
the perfect big sister to
int. ‘Kanye is super helpful,’ 
e explained. ‘And I’m so
ky North looks up to
elope [Disick, her cousin]

t. She also has a baby
ther, so she gives North
best advice. I have the
est video of P giving North
art-to-heart about being a 

d big sister,’ spills Kim.

SAINT
MARCHES

IN!

The big reveal

HE’S EVEN

CUTER THAN

WE THOUGHT!

Theworldfinally
gotagoodlook

atadorableSaint
asthefamily

steppedoutin
Cuba on May 7
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R
obKardashian conirmedhis
iancée BlacChynawasexpecting
witha sweet Instagrammessage.
Butwhile this should be the
happiest time in their lives, their
exciting news has been tarnished

by the usual Kardashian dramas.
hemumtobewanted to go publicwith her

baby joy onMother’s Day, but someone beat
her to the punch– and rumour has it that
mumagerKris Jennerwas behind the leak!
Blac’s rep conirmed the news onMay 6 –

twodays earlier thanBlac, 27, had planned
– and claims very few from the newcouple’s
inner circle knewof the pregnancy. ‘[Her]
momentwas taken fromher, which is really
sad,’ the rep explained. ‘Allegedly, the other
half of her family [theKardashians] leaked her
story, so she had to announce it.’
Spotted out and about in LA andon

Snapchatwith her blossoming bump, Blac is
determinednot to let the betrayal dampenher

THE COUPLE ARE BETRAYED AS THEIR

SPECIAL MOMENT IS STOLEN FROM THEM

BLINDSIDED BY BABY LEAK
spirits. An insider says the
coupleof just fourmonthsare
‘very happy about thewhole
situation, even if the entire
family is not onboardwith it’.
In a surprisemove, the

Kardashian-Jenner fam ‘liked’
Blac andRob’s announcement
posts, while her ex Tyga –who
is currently datingKylie Jenner– even
commented, ‘Congratulations.’
‘Kyliewas taken aback by the news at

irst, but she’s super-happy for Rob andBlac,’
says a friend. Somuch so, she’s said to be
organising Blac’s celebration! ‘[Blac]wants to
be pamperedwith a luxurious and amazing
baby shower,’ the pal spills.
Sowho’s thehappiest of themall?Blac’s

motherTokyoToni, of course! ‘I’d like to
congratulate theother sideof the family, the
Kardashiansand the Jenners.Congratulations
guys,we’rehavingababy,’ she says.

KHLOÉ
DRINKS HER

FEELINGS
The news is bittersweet for
Khloé. ‘She’s sad that she’s
now the only one without
a kid or one on the way,’

spills a mole.

ed
ine
n’t
t?),
at
ed
oji

new

Thestar looked 
worseforwear 

outsideLAclub 
TheNiceGuy 

onMay 7

The star 

showed off  

her new bump 

on Snapchat

The couple were 
spotted heading to 
their doctor in LA 
with Kim just days 
before their big 
announcement – but 
were the Kardashians 
involved in leaking 
the news?

EMOJI
OFFICIAL!

Given Blac’s decide
to launch her own l
of emojis (wait, did
Kim already do that

it’s only fitting tha
she and Rob poste
a pregnant Blac-m

to announce their n
addition. Cute!
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THE MODEL IS READY

TO WELCOME TOT

NUMBER TWO

S
he’s back inAustralia to launch
her newDior fragrance campaign
co-starring her adorable baby
Rocket, but LaraWorthington is
said to have had another reason to
comehome– to share the exciting

newswith friends and family that she’sive
months pregnant with her second child!

he28-year-old hasn’t been
shy about expressing her desire
for a big family, recently spilling
that she ‘would love to have
more children, deinitely’.

And while it looks like Lara
plans to keep the happy news
on the down low, just like she
did while pregnant with her
now 13-month-old son Rocket,
the Sydney-born beauty has
apparently started quietly telling  
family and close friends that
she and 39-year-old actor
hubby Sam Worthington are
expecting again.

Heading back to her hometown
to share the happy news with her 
mum Sharon just in time for
Mother’s Day, it was only last
week that Lara admitted how
tough living away from her family
has been. She said, ‘I didn’t realise
just how much I needed her until I
had Rocket; now I can’t do without
her! I don’t get much help in New
York, so I cry out “Come over!” and
ly Mum in. But she says being a 

‘FIVE MO
ALON

Lara’s ba

BACK IN HER

MATERNITY GEAR!
Lara stepped out on

April 24 in almost identical
clothes to those she
wore during her first 

pregnancy!

Laraworeloose-
fittingclothesduring

avisittoaSydney
obstetrician

in2014withher
BFF Vicki Lee 

24 WWW.OKMAGAZINE.COM.AU 
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grandma is less stressful
than taking care of my
brother andme.’

he model-turned-beauty-
entrepreneur is deinitely living
a far more private life since her
reality show days and admits it’s
largely due to becoming a mother.

‘I think with my life now, and
now that I’ve had Rocket, I’m really big on
the privacy thing,’ Lara explains. ‘I was very
young when I grew up in the spotlight but
people do change and once you have a family,
privacy becomes more important.’

Although Lara managed to keep her irst
pregnancy under wraps for almost its entire
duration, rumours swirled consistently – as
they have been in recent months.

he star was spotted out on May 3 in New

ONTHS 
NG!’

aby secret

York covering a noticeably
rounder stomach, ramping
up the pregnancy speculation.

Before celebrating her second Mother’s Day
with Rocket on May 8, Lara added even more
fuel to the ire when she stepped out in her
signature maternity style. Darker colours,
oversized button-down shirts and coats have
been Lara’s top wardrobe choices recently,

despite the weather
heating up in New
York, where they live.

A clucky Lara
recently gushed,
‘here’s nothing that
really sets you up for
motherhood, then
when it happens, it’s
something you just
can’t compare.’

With the model
revealing that ‘Sam
was wonderful and
really supportive’
with Rocket, it seems
she can’t wait to
welcome her second
child with the Avatar 

star. ‘I have one
brother and Sam
has one sister, so
we’d like a bigger 

family!’ Lara has admitted. And given
that Rocket celebrated his irst birthday

on March 24, this seems to be the perfect
time for the couple to welcome a sibling
for their little boy.

As OK! previously reported, Lara and Sam
have their hearts set on a daughter, with a
family friend explaining, ‘It’s no secret that
Lara’s desperately hoping for a baby girl, even
more after clucking over her close artist pal
Vicki Lee’s little girl Yokie. Growing up, Lara
always wished she had a little sister.’

And while only time will tell whether the
Aussie star’s wish for a daughter is granted,
Lara has scaled back some of her work
commitments, making motherhood and
being with Sam her top priorities.

‘We do travel a lot, and I feel like wherever
our family is and being together is the most
important thing,’ she explains. ‘Places are
all the same to me at the moment until
we really anchor down.’

Meanwhile, Sam’s ilming schedule has
also cleared up, with many of his current
projects in post-production – leaving plenty
of time for a well-deserved baby break.

And with Lara heaping praise on her
husband of a year and a half, revealing ‘he’s
born to be a dad’, it seems this tight little
family are ready and raring to expand.

After all, Lara says of being a mum, ‘I love 
it... it’s getting easier!’

‘I COULD

NEVER BE A

SINGLE MUM’
Lara says motherhood taught

her ‘unconditional love’,
but admits, ‘I commend
women going it alone; 

I couldn’t.’

SHE HID HER

PREGNANCY

WITH ROCKET
The only clue Lara
gave about her first
pregnancy was this
blurry underwater
snap in December
2014, showing off
what turned out to
be a blossoming baby
bump. And while the
rumour mill went into
overdrive at the time,
neither Lara nor Sam
confirmed their baby’s 
impending arrival
– instead quietly
welcoming Rocket
three months later. 

Lara says
beingwith

hubbySamis
‘themost
important

thing’

Therewasno
commentfrom
Larawiththis
Instypicbut
mostsawitas
a major clue
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REUNITED IN PARIS, THE COUPLE ARE

PLANNING TO EXPAND THEIR FAMILY

BAC
TOGETH

Ben
& Jen

FOR BABY 

W
ith reconciliation
rumours swirling,
it looks like Ben
Aleck and
Jennifer Garner
may have

conirmed they’re back together once
more – after all, they were seen kissing
in the City of Love!

An onlooker reveals the pair shared
a kiss in the courtyard bar of their Paris
hotel on May 6 after a sweet family day

out with their three children, eating
ice-cream and sightseeing in the

French capital. And it was a
similar story the next day!

While the duo insist they’re
staying close for the sake of
their kids, an eyewitness
says the couple looked very
‘afectionate’ as they spent
some alone time at the
restaurant Le Petit Marché
before later being joined
by Violet, 10, Seraphina,
seven, and Samuel, four.

‘We don’t know what
the future’s going to hold,’

Ben said in March, hinting
at a possible reunion. ‘We’re

doing our very best and we’re 
putting our kids irst.’

he family is renting a home in nearby
London while Ben shoots his new movie
Justice League, but what started out as
an attempt to remain friends appears to
have turned into a genuine second shot
at love. ‘Jen is a superhero mum,’ Ben, 43,
gushes. ‘She is an amazing mother and 
I’m really lucky to have her.’

It’s clear the kids have played an
integral role in bringing Ben and Jen
back together. And now friends hint
they may even be hoping for another
baby to help solidify their union, with
Jen’s rounded tum fuelling rumours.

It’s almost a year since the couple
revealed their split a day after their 10th
wedding anniversary, and allegations
of Ben’s afair with nanny Christine
Ouzounian emerged. But in many
respects it’s like they never parted ways,
spending Christmas and Valentine’s Day
together, and holidaying in Montana.

In March, 44-year-old Jen revealed she
and Ben still live on the same family
estate in Paciic Palisades – and it looks
like that spark is still there. ‘hey have
so much history and the kids together.
hey are comfortable with each other
and there is still an attraction,’ says a pal.

he actress’s close friend and former
Alias co-star Victor Garber adds, ‘I think 
there is a great love between them.’

Jenwasin
particularlyhigh

spiritsduring
thefamily’s

French getaway

‘Friendsare
expectingan

announcement
verysoonthat

Jenispregnant,’
says a mole
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CK
HER,

c a , e a e e er s e o o
their divorce, butwith their 11th anniversary
just around the corner on June 29 and anew
baby possibly on theway, this could truly be
a time for second chances.
‘I didn’tmarry the big fatmovie star;

Imarried him,’ Jen recently explained. ‘And I
would go back and remake that decision. I ran
down the beach to him, and Iwould again…
He’s the love ofmy life.’

NO.4!

HOLIDAY

IN THE CITY

OF LOVE!
‘They are so excited for this
opportunity for the kids,’ a
pal says, adding that their
vacay shows ‘they are in

a really good place 
right now’.

‘Ben’sbeenvery 
attentiveto
Jen,’saysa
friend. ‘Jenhas
beenabsolutely 
glowing!’
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SINGLE KOURTNEY

HITS THE BEACH

WITH A NEW GUY!

with A M

Kourt’s
family
vacay

S
cott, who? Frolicking happily in
the surf, Kourtney Kardashian
looked like she didn’t have a care
in the world while on a family
holiday in Miami. While her ex
Scott Disick was busy partying

with a bevy of blondes in Los Angeles, Kourt’s
pal Pastor Rich Wilkerson was only too happy
to play dad to her three kids.

A long-time friend and religious advisor
to the Kardashians, Pastor Rich seemed
perfectly at ease as he splashed around in the
waves with Kourtney’s children Mason, six,
Penelope, three, and 16-month-old Reign.

‘Shoutout to Pastor Rich!’ 37-year-old
Kourtney captioned an Instagram pic she’d
snapped of the shirtless 34-year-old striding
across the beach in a pair of white shorts.

And it seems the good pastor approved
– later sharing the snap on Twitter!

While Kourtney has been soaking up the
sun with her young family, Pastor Rich was
in town to do some work and give a sermon
for the Christ Fellowship church.

But while the happily married Pastor Rich 

PastorRich
sayshe’s ‘great

friends’with
the klan

Kourt
recentlysaid
ofScott,‘He
alwayshasa

millionexcuses
andsometimes

it’s liketoo
overwhelming’
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may be of the market, Kourt was clearly
loving her day of fun by the seaside with the
handsome man!

he minister has been a constant source
of support to Kourtney, even counselling
her and Scott through their tough times
during a 2014 episode ofKourtney and
Khloé Take theHamptons.

Fed up with Scott’s constant partying,
Kourt recruited Pastor Rich to talk to her
troubled partner, explaining, ‘If I can ill
Scott’s time with positive things and positive
people, I might be able to help Scott keep
the momentum going.’

In a recent episode ofKeepingUpWith the
Kardashians, Scott confessed he still had
feelings for his on-of ex-partner of nine years.
‘I would love to see us work everything out,’ 
the 32-year-old admitted.

However, it doesn’t look like Scott’s
planning on changing his bad boy ways
anytime soon. While Kourt was hanging out
with the kids in Miami, the 32-year-old
self-proclaimed ‘Lord’ was spotted driving
around Los Angeles with not one, but three
blonde beauties – including Aussie model
Megan Blake, 21.

For now, it appears Kourt’s perfectly happy
to move on too. ‘When it comes to Scott, I’m
not looking to get back together any time 
soon,’ she conirms.

PARTYTIME

FAMILY

WEDDING
COUNSELLING

SESSIONS

RICH IS ALWAYS AROUND!

The pastor is oten seen
enjoying nights out with
the Kardashian krew. He
even brought Kourtney
and Scott together to
celebrate the release of
his book in Malibu last
November, and was
spotted having a laugh
with Kourt at LA’s 1 OAK
nightclub in February. 

Rich wasn’t just a guest at
Kim Kardashian and Kanye
West’s wedding – he
officiated the proceedings!
‘It’s always fun to do
weddings, but of course
this wedding was extra
special because they’re
really good friends of
mine,’ Rich explained ater
the May 24, 2014 nuptials.

Rich tried to interest Scott
in Christianity ater he was
hospitalised following a
bender – despite Scott
being Jewish – and told him
‘life and faith’ were the
answer to his problems.
Rich also counselled the
troubled reality star to stay
on the straight and narrow 
during tough times.

PLAYING

DAD
Married for nearly 10

years, Pastor Rich says it’s
his ‘dream’ to have a baby
– but for now he’s happy 

playing dad to
Kourt’s kids!
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Kourt loved
havingRich’s

companyduring
herholidaywith

the children



WHERE
LONELY SOFÍA WALKS

THE RED CARPET SOLO
AMID FEARS FOR HER 

HU Y’S H A TH

SHE’S

WASTING

AWAY FROM STRESS
Sporting thinner arms and
asmallerwaistline onMay 2,
Soía didn’t elaborate on

Joe’s illness. ‘He had a little
problem, but now he’s 

good,’ she said.

56 days a

Thestar,whosteppedout
aloneforsomeshoe

shoppinginBeverlyHills
onMay3, laterflippedthe

bird at photographers
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E’S JOE?
 L

ooking drawn, skinny and pale, 
Sofía Vergara was a far cry from 
her usual curvy and vivacious self 
while out in Los Angeles on May 2 
– one of the irst times fans have 
seen the 43-year-old actress since 

her hubby Joe Manganiello was rushed to 
hospital last month. 

So is Joe’s mysterious illness beginning  
to take a toll on the 
star? On April 14, it 
was reported that Joe 
– who hasn’t been 
photographed in 
public since March 17 
– was forced to pull 
out of the History 
Channel’s new war
drama Six due to
‘a health issue and
the physical demands
of the role’.

At the time, a friend
of the actor insisted the
illness was a ‘manageable
pre-existing condition’
but gave no details as to
what the condition was.

hen on April 17, Joe and
Sofía cancelled an appearance
for Stuart House, an organisation
that Joe co-chairs, which helps victims and
families of sexual abuse. His long-time
friend and host of the event, designer John
Varvatos, admitted on the night that he was
baled by the illness. ‘I don’t know a lot
about it, other than that he’s had a little bit
of a health problem. We wish him the best.’

A day later, another pal let slip to the
media that Joe had been hospitalised due
to a ‘burst appendix’, which the 39-year-old
actor’s reps are yet to conirm.

But could something else be keeping the
actor in hiding? On May 2, Sofía was quizzed
about her man’s illness at the Modern Family
Television Academy screening and panel
discussion. ‘He’s OK. He’s good. It’s ine.
I knew what he had. Everybody goes to the

hospital once in a while,’ she revealed, before 
her publicist rushed her of the red carpet. 

Unfortunately, Joe is no stranger to  
the emergency room. In 2014, the star 
underwent surgery after injuring himself on 
the set of Magic Mike XXL. ‘I tore my bicep 
on the irst take of my inale routine and 
then I had to have major surgery when I got 
back to LA,’ he explained.

Being pumped 
with prescription 
painkillers – which 
one might expect 
after two reported 
surgeries in two years 
– can’t be easy for a 
man who’s confessed 
to alcohol addiction
and substance abuse
problems in the past,
and fans are now

voicing their concerns for
the heart-throb.

‘He has been sober for
a while now… My irst
thought was that he has
fallen of the wagon, or

has a painkiller problem,’
one theorised. ‘Hate to

speculate because he seems
like a really nice guy.’

Back in 2013, Joe opened up about his
battle with drug and alcohol addiction,
which began after he scored the role of
Eugene ‘Flash’ hompson in Spider-Man.
Two years later, he sobered up and cites
August 26, 2002 as the day that he inally
decided to get clean.

‘You get to a point where you’re gonna
start getting better or you’re gonna kill
yourself,’ he said. ‘I [knew] I’d hurt myself
so badly, but realised I’d also hurt people
around me. hat’s what made me want to
get better. But anybody who has ever fought
with addiction or knows somebody who’s
been in the grips of it, it’s not that easy.’

Whatever is going on, we hope Joe’s back
and ighting it soon.

and counting...

HE’S BEEN MIA

FO THS

HE QUIT SIX

HE DITCHED

HIS FAVE

RITY EVENT

LAST 

PIC 

MAR 17

RR 222 MMOONTH
The last time Joe was 

photographed was 
on March 17 at the 

premiere of his film 
Pee-wee’s Big Holiday

Picturedhereonset,
Joehadfilmedalmost
twoepisodesasthe
leadintheeight-part
NavySEALseries
Sixbeforeabruptly
droppingtherole

CHA
Organisersweresurprisedwhen
hepulledoutofaStuartHouse
eventonApril 17,saying, ‘Joe’s
beenabigpartofwhatwe’ve
doneovertheyears’

JOE’S  
ONLY PUBLIC 
RESPONSE...

On April 18, a day ater Joe 
and Soía cancelled a public 
appearance for charity, the 

actor resurfaced with 
a simple tweet: ‘I love 

my wife.’
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B
aby seasonhasoiciallyhit and
blossomingbumpsareout in full
forceas thenextwaveof celebrity
mumsstart poppingupall over
Hollywood.With supermodels
BehatiPrinsloo,CandiceSwanepoel

andBarRefaeli leading thepack, thenew
groupofmums-to-beare rocking their baby
bellies toperfection.
While somehavechosen tokeep their

pregnanciesonthedown low,othershave
embraced the timeonsocialmedia.And it’s
not just the ladieswhoare thrilled–daddy-in-
waitingAdamLevinesharedhisexcitement
recently, too! ‘It’s awesome; I’mgoing tobeadad,’
theMaroonFive frontmanrevealed. ‘I’mgoing
tobea f---ingdad! I’mgoing tospoil [Behati].’

IT’S BABY BUMP SEASON

IN HOLLYWOOD

AND THESE BEAUTIES

ARE BLOOMING!

MEGAN
FOX

5 MONTHS
Ater30-year-oldMeganshocked

everyonewithherbumpatCinemaCon
inApril, herestrangedhubbyBrian
AustinGreen,42, confirmedhewas

thedad. ‘Youknow,nothing is
planned,’ heconfessed. ‘You

kindof justgowith it.’

TO MA

CANDICE

SWANEPOEL
4 MONTHS

TheSouthAfricanbeauty, 27,
hasbeensharing lotsof cute
bumppics sinceannouncing
inMarch that sheandfiancé

HermannNicoli, 33,
areexpecting.

From
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BEHATI

PRINSLOO
5 MONTHS

The 26-year-old’s hubby Adam
Levine, 37, couldn’t hide his
excitement that he’s set to
become a first-time dad –
to a baby girl. ‘I want to

have 100 kids!’ he
joked.

ATERNITY

BAR

REFAELI
7 MONTHS

Bar, 30, will welcome her first
child with hubby Adi Ezra in

July. She’s been posting a slew
of beautiful bump pics and

says, ‘I’ve been ready to
be a mother since

Iwas 22.’

BLAKE

LIVELY
4 MONTHS

While Blake’s been keeping
mum about her rumoured
second pregnancy, a pal

reveals the 28-year-old and
hubby Ryan Reynolds, 39,

are ‘absolutely
thrilled’.

LIV

TYLER
8 MONTHS

Liv, 38, is glowing as she
prepares to welcome her third
child (her second with fiancé
David Gardner). ‘I feel more

balanced when I’m
pregnant,’ she

explains.

here...

AUDRINA 

PATRIDGE
7 MONTHS 

The 31-year-old has been 
enjoying a series of babymoons 

with fiancé Corey Bohan, 34, 
and is ‘embracing my 
pregnancy boobs and 

my curves!’
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BRAD’S FRENCH
CONNECTION

Frail Ange rocked by…

BRAD’S RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS BEAUTIFUL

CO-STAR LEAVES ANGE AT BREAKING POINT

S
miling happily, Brad Pitt
looked like aman smitten a
helirted with his stunning
companion in the streets of
London recently. he only
problem? It wasn’t his wife 

Angelina Jolie, but rather his sexy
co-star Marion Cotillard.

And while the pair were shooting 
scenes for their new ilmAllied,
which was previously known as
Five Seconds of Silence, crew members
claim that Brad and Marion’s strong
connection is just as evident when
the cameras stop rolling.

In the ilm, due to be released later
this year, the duo play a married
couple who both turn out to be secret
spies. Ironically, the premise closely
resembles that ofMr. andMrs. Smith,
which brought Angelina and Brad
together while he was still married
to actress Jennifer Aniston.

Of course,
many would say
Angelina doesn’t
need to worry. Brad,
52, is a married father
of six, while Marion
and her long-time
partner Guillaume
Canet have a son,
Marcel, who turns
ive on May 19.

However, it appears
that Angelina is
extremely concerned
about the twosome’s
strong emotional
connection. While
the 40-year-old star
considers herself a
‘very sexual person’,
she admits it was 

actually her strong emotional bond with
Brad that drew them together. ‘We found
this strange friendship and partnership
that kind of just suddenly happened,’ she
says. ‘We just became kind of a pair.’

With her Best Actress Oscar, French
ancestry and curvaceous igure, Marion
– who’s also 40 – is exactly the sort of
woman who could rub Angelina the
wrong way. And there are disturbing
signs the stress is taking its toll on
Ange, amid shocking claims the once
voluptuous actress now weighs just 36kg.

‘In the past, Brad and Angie have always
turned a blind eye to each other’s little
lirtations,’ an insider reveals. ‘But Brad
getting emotionally attached to Marion  
is totally against the rules.’

SHE’S FACED THREATS BEFORE
Brad’sbeen linked toother co-stars, including
AussiebeautyBellaHeathcote, 28,whodenied
claims they’d cosiedupon the setofKilling
Them Sotly, calling the rumours ‘hilarious’.
Therewereevenclaimsearlier this year that
he’d had a fling with 23-year-old Selena Gomez!

‘She’sproneto
thinkthatsince
shewasonce
Brad’sco-star
andseduced
himawayfrom
hiswife,the
samewill
happentoher,’
a friend reveals

AmoleclaimsBrad
‘comeshomeraving
abouthowclassyand
talented Marion is’
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When you’re 
the world’s 

hottest hood 
ornament, it 
pays to have 

a fan on hand

BEHIND THE SCENES

OF THE STARS IN

HOT

SHO

HAVANA NIGHTS
She may not have walked 

the runway, but Gisele 
Bündchen, 35, still added 

a touch of glamour to 
Chanel’s Cruise 2016/2017 
show in Havana, Cuba, on 
May 3. The supermodel 

attended the Coco Cubano 
show as a special guest of 
Chanel creative director 

Karl Lagerfeld. ‘Thank you  
@chanelofficial for this 

amazing experience,’ the 
Brazilian beauty gushed of 

the star-studded event.
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‘I seem to have 
washed off all  
my sunscreen. 
I wonder if I’ll find 
any volunteers to 
help me reapply?’

Chloë’s not just  
a talented actress  
– it turns out she’s 

secretly a beer 
pong master

‘It’s Cinco De 
Mayo and I’ve 
finally found a hat 
that matches my 
outfit. Winning!’

WHAT A GOD…
It was clear that Chris 

Hemsworth, 32, had been 
working out for his role as 
Thor as he showed off his 

washboard abs during  
a surf session in Byron Bay 
on April 28. Thor: Ragnarok 

is due to start filming on 
the Gold Coast in June and 
Chris couldn’t be happier. 
‘For me, living up near the 
Gold Coast, to be home 

shooting is huge,’ says the 
Aussie star. ‘A lot of my 

friends are gonna be  
on that production.’

GOING LOCO
On the promo trail 

for Bad Neighbours 2: 
Sorority Rising, 

19-year-old Chloë 
Grace Moretz 

dropped by the 
Spanish-language 

morning show 
Despierta América 
on May 5, revealing 
the film allowed her 

to show her wild side. 
‘It’s about time we 

showed that girls can 
party just as hard as 
the boys,’ she joked.



THIRSTY WORK
Jessica Alba made sure 
her daughters Honor, 

seven, and Haven, four, 
stayed well hydrated while 

out in Beverly Hills on  
May 3. The 35-year-old 

admits motherhood 
doesn’t always come easy. 
‘There’s no cookie-cutter 
way of going about it,’ she 
says. ‘I think we as women 
– and as mums – need to 
show younger girls that  

we support each other no 
matter what.’ Too right!

‘Eight glasses  
a day keep the 
doctor away!’

MUMS 
OUT &
ABOUT

HAIR-RAISING
The wind played havoc 
with her luscious locks, 

but mum-of-two 
Alessandra Ambrosio, 

35, was all smiles during 
a photo shoot in Malibu 

on May 4. In a recent 
interview, the Brazilian 
belle said motherhood 

had changed her figure. 
‘Your body will never go 
back to exactly what it 
was before pregnancy,’ 
the model explained. 

‘But I think I have a 
better body now than 
before I had kids. It’s 
partly because I work

out.’ Well, you look
d t Al d !

‘That hair 
spray they 

used just  
isn’t doing  

the trick’

good to us, Alessandra!

‘Gee, mister, 
you sure do  
a fine twirl’

HOT

SHOTS



ROLE MODEL
Arriving for the taping of
the Dear Mama Mother’s

Day special in New York on
May 3, Rita Ora, 25, and her

mum Vera Sahatçiu were
dressed to the nines, with
Rita in a Vera Wang frock.
The singer not only looks

just like her mother, she also
takes inspiration from her.
‘In Kosovo, my mum was a

doctor, but when she came
here, she had to spend six
years doing all her studies

again, while also working as
a waitress and bringing up
three kids,’ Rita says. ‘She
beat breast cancer at the

same time.’ What a woman!

‘Hope I look as  
hot as you in 25 
years’ time, Mum’
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W
hat a diference
a year makes in
the wild world of
Miley Cyrus! he
23-year-old singer’s
raunchy on-stage

antics once saw her branded as ‘vile’
and ‘trailer trash’ – and after a highly
publicised split from actor and model
Patrick Schwarzenegger, she surprised
the world when she dabbled in her irst
same-sex relationship with Northern
Irish model Stella Maxwell.

But as 2015 came to a close, fans saw
a dramatic change in theWrecking Ball
hit-maker’s image – and this shift
coincided with the rekindling of her
romance with former iancé Liam
Hemsworth, 26. Miley ‘is doing
everything she can to make Liam
happy’, one insider commented of
the couple’s renewed love.

When you take a closer look, though,  

it seems there may have been some
method to Miley’s madness – and her
settled side has been there all along.

SHE LIKES THE WHOLESOME GUYS
Although many would argue that Miley
herself is a world away from her Disney-
darling days, the formerHannah
Montana star seems to have a penchant 
for boy-next-door types. And while
the pop singer is known for her racy
performances and eccentric taste
in music and fashion, her love-life
deinitely reveals a softer side to Miley.
From good guy Liam to clean-cut Patrick
Schwarzenegger and Christian poster-
boy ex Nick Jonas, Miley has made it
clear she digs a laidback nice guy.

‘[I look for] people that are funny.
I’m not good at being serious or
communicating – I don’t like that shit,’
she reveals. ‘It’s always been easy
for me, because guys don’t like to talk 

THE SINGER’S DITCHED HER RAUNCHY

ANTICS – AND SHE’S DONE IT FOR LOVE

WIFEY!
CHILDW

ot
SHE’S IN

WITH

THE FAM!
From adopting

an adorable dog
named Dora with

fiancé Liam to
getting matching
tattoos with her

future sister-in-law
Elsa, it’s clear

Miley’s in this for
the long haul. 

‘I lovepeople
Icanbecrazy
with!’gushes

Elsaofher
soon-to-be

sister-in-law

i dl
MILEY
CYRUS

Rescuepup
Dorahelped
cementthe

couple’s
rekindled

relationship
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about [heavy stuf]. I don’t have to have
this confrontation or talk about all their 
problems… I like guys that are fun.’

THE CYRUSES VS THE HEMSWORTHS
While Miley comes from a somewhat
unconventional family – parents Billy Ray and
Tish Cyrus have iled for divorce twice in the
last ive years, and Miley has myriad half- and
step-siblings – the Hemsworth clan are far
more traditional. ‘We have a really close bond,’
says Liam of his parents and two brothers
Chris, 32, and Luke, 35. ‘I think that our whole
family… that we have such great parents who 
brought us up with such good values. I’ve
always looked up to my older brothers.’

Despite Miley’s wild-child ways, Liam’s
family have accepted her unusual upbringing.
She spent New Year’s Eve with the Hemsworths

in Australia and recently joined them to
celebrate the wedding of a close family
friend at Chris’s house in Byron Bay, NSW.

One family member who’s particularly
excited about the rekindled romance is Liam’s
sister-in-law Elsa Pataky, 39, who has been
snapped enjoying some quality time with
Miley in recent months – including girls-only 
shopping trips in Australia.

KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOUR
He swept her of her feet in their 2010 ilm
heLast Song, and when the cameras stopped
rolling, Liam continued to maintain his hero
status! ‘You fall in love with who you fall in
love with; you can never choose,’ said Liam,
who continued to defend Miley’s honour
after their break-up. ‘I mean, look – we were
together ive years, so I don’t think those 

feelings will ever change. And that’s good
because that proves to me that it was real.
It wasn’t just a ling. It really was an important
part of my life and always will be.’

Months after Liam made those revealing
comments, the pair were back together,
shacked up in his Malibu mansion, the
engagement ring irmly back on Miley’s
inger. Now he wants to shield her from
any scrutiny that comes their way.

‘Liam is going out of his way to protect
Miley and their love,’ a friend spills. ‘hey’ve
both been out of sight, not seen together and
that’s been his plan to protect the privacy  
of their relationship.’

Miley seems to have made a concerted efort
to clean up her image in order to make things 

Thesmittencouple
werespottedin
ByronBayrecently
–withtalkthey
couldsoonmarry
inthepicturesque
beachside town
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workwith herman. ‘hey’re taking things
slow and Miley has even told him she’s going
to tone down her raciness,’ says a pal of the
singer, who adds she’ll do anything to keep
her relationship with Liam on track. ‘She’s
reached her plateau of shock value and is
sort of over being over-the-top. She knows
Liam wasn’t too fond of her antics.’

But Liam, being the sweetheart that he is,
continued to support Miley’s questionable
behaviour long after they irst split. ‘I think
she’ll always surprise people with what she
does, but she’s not a malicious person in any
way,’ he insisted. ‘She’s a young girl who wants 
to do what she wants to do.’

WHAT’S CHANGED IN HER WORLD?
Miley has made some massive changes to her
inner circle, spending more time with positive
inluences and moving away from her wilder
pals – including one-time best friend and
assistant Cheyne homas. Once glued to the
singer’s hip and a regular face on her social
media platforms, Cheyne hasn’t been spotted 

with her since mid-2015. Instead, Miley
surrounds herself with family-friendly
inluences like Elsa, who’s married to Liam’s
brother Chris. And the two are seriously close. 
Last month, mum-of-three Elsa posted a
picture of herself and Miley on Instagram,
captioned, ‘True friends are never apart,
maybe in distance but never in heart!’

Miley’s even said to have given marijuana
– her widely reported vice – the lick. ‘his
is all [Liam’s] doing, of course,’ says a pal.

But her new project with legendary director
Woody Allen is also believed to have inluenced
her life choices. Miley’s set to star in the
as-yet-untitled show and is desperate to
make a good impression. ‘She wants to put
in a seriously good performance on her new 
Amazon TV series with Woody in order
to branch out,’ explains another friend.

‘She doesn’t want to let him down after he
gave her this shot against everyone’s advice.’ 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR MILEY?
With Liam back in Miley’s life, an engagement
ring back on her inger and a serious acting
role in the works, friends say Miley ‘couldn’t
possibly be happier’.

But that doesn’t mean the former child star
is sitting on her laurels! Miley is hard at work
trying to change the world, and hints that her
raunchy phase might have all been part of
a very clever plan to bring awareness to her
true passions: animal rights and her charity
Happy Hippie, which supports homeless
youth and the LGBTQI community.

‘I feel like I’m one of the biggest feminists
in the world because I tell women to not
be scared of anything,’ says the committed
vegan – who has also swayed Liam into
a plant-based diet. ‘I’m for anybody and
anything. I don’t care what you want
to do, what you want to look like.’

But she’s happy to admit she’ll do what
it takes to get your attention – and then hit
you with what really matters. ‘It’s like, I know
you’re going to look at me more if my breasts
are out, so look at me,’ she declares. ‘And then
I’m going to tell you about my foundation
for an hour and totally hustle you.’

So now that she’s piqued our interest, what
can we expect next from this chameleon?

‘Miley has babies on the brain,’ a mole close
to her spills. ‘Miley wants the whole package,
the wedding and after that a baby. She’s ready
to prove to Liam that her crazy party days are
over – she wants to be a mum!’

NOVEMBER 

2009
‘The chemistry was

instant,’ admits
Miley, who met Liam

on the set of their
film The Last Song. 

DECEMBER 

2011
The seriously
smitten pair
couldn’t keep
their hands
offeach other
during this
sunshine-filled
holiday to Hawaii
over NewYear’s,
ater celebrating
Christmas with
their families. 

AUGUST 2012
‘Liam loves my new hair,’ Miley

revealed ater shaving and
bleaching her long blonde locks
just months before their split. 

MARCH 2010
‘We had a lot of fun!
It was pretty much

jokes every day!’ Miley
reminisced as she and
Liam made their red
carpet couple debut. 
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APRIL 2016
Reunited ater their
2013 split, the lovebirds
were spotted dining
with Liam’s family at  
a vegan Mexican
restaurant in LA.

Miley
couldn’t

possibly be 
happier
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To introduce 
Flynn to 
Katy, she 

must mean  
a lot to him
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introducing the singer to his ive-ye
Flynn. ‘We had to know the person
months and feel good about them,’
says of their rule for partners meeti

he model held up her end of the
with her 25-year-old billionaire bea
Spiegel, but friends say Orly would
against Miranda’s wishes if he wasn
Katy was he One. ‘Orlando is very
of his son. To introduce Flynn to Ka

must mean [a lot] to him,’
hen on March 5 – f
a romantic vacay in

– Orly lew Katy to
where she met h
Sonia over dinn
pub near his ho
Buckinghamsh
were laughing a
joking, and Katy

Orlando’s mum w
getting on like a ho

on ire,’ an onlooker s
While Orly’s been link
to the likes of Selena

Gomez and Erica
Packer in the past,
Katy is his irst ser
girlfriend since his
marriage to Miran

back in October 20
And there’s little d

Orly is treating Katy
princess. ‘I’m a hopeless

HEART-THROB ORLY IS ALL ABOUT FAM

AND IT SEEMS HIS NEW LOVE IS TOO

HIS 
WILD SIDE

Orly went through a wild 
phase, partying with young 

models, headbutting in 
Mexico and brawling with 
Justin Bieber. Thankfully, 

Katy’s calmed him 
down now.

 O
rlando Bloom’s unexpected 
split from Miranda Kerr in 
2013 shook many fans’ belief 
in true love. How could such 
a seemingly perfect pair fall 
apart? In the years that 

followed, Orly turned to partying, short-lived 
lings, the rare ilm role and celeb showdowns 
to pass the time… until now!

he 39-year-old has at last found love again 
with pop star Katy Perry, 31– and he 
isn’t afraid to launt it via tropical 
getaways, star-studded soirées 
and even the Met Gala on  
May 2, where the singer 
conirmed their romance  
by referring to Orly as 
her ‘boyfriend’. And with 
new licks on the horizon, 
it’s beginning to look as 
though 2016 will be the year 
of Orlando’s big comeback!

A SECOND CHANCE AT LOVE
What began as a dance loor 
boogie to Justin Timberlake’s 
Rock Your Body at the 2016 
Golden Globes on January 10 
has blossomed into true love. 

Just a month into their 
relationship, Orlando proved 
how important Katy is to him 
when he broke his golden rule 
with ex-wife Miranda, 32, by

Orlando 

Bloom ‘KATY’S 
READY FOR

ear-old son
for six
Miranda

ing the tot.
e bargain
au Evan
never go

n’t sure
protective

aty, she
a pal adds.
following

n Hawaii
o the UK
is mum
er at a

ome in
ire. ‘hey 

and
y and
were
ouse
says.
ked 

ious
s three-year
da ended
13.
oubt

y like a
romantic

MILY, 

O…
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The loved-up 
couple enjoyed a 
Hawaiian vacay in 

February – and 
wore matching 
Tamagotchis 
(opposite) to  
the Met Gala! 



and I love to spoil
my girlfriends,’ he
confesses.he duo are
even reported to have
recently hired a healer who
helps make relationships go the
distance – and ‘is known for making
marriages happen’!

HE’S A FAMILY MAN
Even after their shock divorce, Miranda had
nothing but nice things to say about her baby
daddy, who lives across the road from her in
Malibu! ‘I think it’s really important to have
two happy parents, and he’s really happy and
I’m happy,’ she explains. ‘He’s a great dad.’

Orly and his ex are still so close that the
actor reportedly sought her permission to
date Katy. ‘Orlando doesn’t want to bring
a new woman into his family and upset
Miranda or Flynn, and that’s been a real  

issue with the women he dates,’
says a friend of the star.

And while he could have travelled
the world, lapping it up as a cashed-up single
man, the handsome Brit says he wouldn’t
dare compromise Flynn’s stable home life.
‘I won’t spend more than two or three weeks
away from him,’ the actor insists.

So, can we expect a sibling for Flynn? After
all, things with Katy are looking very serious. 
‘She thinks [Flynn] is so cute and such a
well-behaved kid,’ spills an insider. ‘Katy
would [also] like her own children one day, 
and she’s very vocal about that.’

HE’S DITCHED HIS BAD-BOY WAYS
While Katy may be convincing her man to
settle down, there was a time when Orlando 

was known for some questionable behaviour.
Only this year, he jetted to Tulum in Mexico
to ring in 2016 in a rather unusual way. After
spotting the dad-of-one with blood gushing
from his head, a partygoer explained, ‘here
was just a lot of headbutting at this party
among men, Orlando especially.’

Of course, no-one could forget the infamous
brawl between Orlando and Justin Bieber in
an Ibiza restaurant in July 2014, following
rumours the young singer had alingwith
Miranda two years earlier. Video footage
showed Justin approachingOrlando andpals
LeonardoDiCaprio, Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs and
Lindsay Lohan, yelling, ‘What’s up, bitch?’
WhileOrly threw the irst punch, his

behaviour was applauded. ‘When Orlando
punched Bieber, everyone started clapping.
Lindsay was laughing. It was amazing,’ an
eyewitness recalls. ‘he whole table he and 
DiCaprio were on were clapping.’

Nowadays, Orlando keeps his ists to
himself and remains tight-lipped about the
iasco. ‘hat is such old news… there’s nothing
to say,’ he says. Sounds like he’s ready to clean 
up and settle down once again!

SO WHAT’S NEXT FOR ORLY?
Our favourite sexy pirate-slash-ethereal-elf
has two ilms set for release in 2016 –Romans 
andUnlocked– before kicking ofaworld
tour to promotePirates of the Caribbean:
DeadMenTell No Tales early next year.
And if you think the heart-throb only has

love onhismind, you’rewrong!MrBloom
will no doubt be hoping that his return to the
spotlight – courtesy of Katy –will shed light
on his charitywork . he UNICEF ambassador
recently returned from Ukraine, where he met
with children whose school was bombed.

‘he kids were no older than ive – the same
age as my own son… Teachers and children
emerged to ind walls collapsed, every single
window blown out and rubble waist-high
in some rooms,’ he reveals. ‘his was a
kindergarten. he children were obviously
hysterical. It’s no exaggeration to say that
they will never be the same again.’

Handsome, successful and a heart of gold
– no wonder Katy’s fallen head over heels!

Katy thinks
Flynn is so cute

and such a well-
behaved kid

STEPMUM

IN THE MAKING!
In February, Katy joined

Orlando and Flynn at a kids’
birthday do. ‘They were

laughing, playing music and
joking around with Flynn,’
says a guest. ‘Katy looked

very comfortable at
the kids’ party.’
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youngFlynnfirst
following their split
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‘I’VE
HAD MY

REGRETS’

Dami    

Im

OK! INTERVIEW



EUROVISION COULD HAVE BEEN A PIPE

DREAM FOR THE X FACTOR WINNER, WHO

ALMOST GAVE UP ON FAME FOR GOOD

T
here’s only one place that softly
spoken singerDami Imwould
rather be than fresh of a plane
in Stockholm, Sweden, to perform
her specially penned song Sound
of Silence in front of 180 million

Eurovision viewers. And that’s in her Brisbane
kitchen, cooking cake pops!

‘Sometimes I fantasise about going home
and just being a normal lady,’ admits the
introverted star, who has acquired a fondness
for the ball-shaped treats – although she’s
yet to master them. ‘I can’t get them to stop
falling of the sticks!’ she says with a chuckle.

he 27-year-old star chats toOK! about the 
highs and lows of her whirlwind life since 
taking out theXFactor crown in 2013.

Representing Australia at Eurovision is
a huge honour. How has the lead-up been?
It’s been crazy busy. I’ve been quite paranoid
about my vocal health and constantly
washing my hands – and if someone were
sick next to me, I’d move away. I’ve been
trying to it in as much sleep as I can, but
the pressure has kept me awake at night. 

Would you say Eurovision has beenmore
stressful than The X Factor for you?
heXFactorwas exhausting, especially the
irst couple of weeks – I just thought I’d never 
go home again, it was that bad. 

Were theremoments when you thought
about quitting themusic world after the
show and returning to a quieter life?
I did think, ‘Whoa, what I am doing this for?’
at times. All I wanted to do was go home
and sleep and eat Mum’s food. hat’s all
I could think about. I didn’t even care about 
becoming a pop star anymore because  
I was just so tired.

It sounds pretty stressful. How did you
find your way through that?
It was hard because everybody was talking
to me and they all knew me and I didn’t know
them. It then went a bit quiet for a while,
which I really appreciated. It was then that
I could sort of ind a balance between my 
home life and my life as a pop star.

Many singers struggle to keep up the
momentum once they no longer have
the show behind them.Were you
worried when things did quieten down
that it might havebeen the end?
I always kept myself busy looking for new
songs, writing new songs and performing.
I was doing a lot of things but I wasn’t on
TV every week… I remember people would
always ask me, ‘Why aren’t you singing
anymore?’ and ‘Are you still singing?’ hat
used to really bug me, because I was working
hard, but I just had to keep doing what I was
doing and keep trying to connect with my
fans more through Instagram and Facebook.

Your husbandNoah took two years off to
support you ater youwon The X Factor.
Did he help you through difficult times?

He really keeps me the same person I was
before any of this happened. It’s just good
to have somebody reminding you all the
time why you’re doing this. I’d love for him  
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awake at night



THEROADTO
EUROVISION

When Dami steps out on the
Eurovision stage in an ‘incredible’ gown
by Aussie designer Steven Khalil (right),

it’ll be another pinch-me moment for
the star since her life-changing X Factor

win in 2013. ‘I never believed I’d win
X Factor, let alone represent the

whole country at the world’s
biggest competition,’ Dami

says. ‘It’s unbelievable.’

‘Shetoldmenot
tobenervous
andtoenjoy

theride,’Dami
saysofDannii

Minogue’sadvice
for Eurovision

to be with me all the time, but I also want
him to pursue his career as a social worker
as well and not just give everything up for
me – even though he would do that if I asked
him to! Now he joins me on weekends and
also takes care of a lot of my paperwork.  
He’s great – I’m so lucky.

You’ve hit big career highs already,
so what’s the dream for you now?
To be honest I think I fantasise, now that I’ve
become so busy, about going home and just
baking, having a little chicken farm producing
eggs and having a little garden… I don’t know
if it’s because I can’t do it now that I want to
do it, but that’s what I fantasise about doing 
when I have some time.

You spoke about your extreme shyness
on The X Factor. Is that a big part of you
wanting to live a more private life?
I feel like I’ve found a little more conidence
now, but I’m still the same shy person and I do
need my time just to be with my small group
of friends, and just relax and get my energy
levels back up. I’m not like the big party girl
with cocktails who likes being all loud. I learn
to manage myself and do what I need to do 
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I’ve found 
more

confidence
now, but

I’m still the
same shy 
person



Watch Dami at
Eurovision on

Friday from 5am
on SBS – the
grand final is

on Sunday, 5am

when I’m at events or when I have to be more 
like a social person or an extrovert.

Do you have hopes that Eurovision might
lead to an international pop career?
I think it’s a good opportunity to grow my fan
base overseas and to let people know about
my music outside of Australia, but I grew up
in Australia and I just love being here. I’ve
always told myself that if I ever go back to just
being a normal person gigging at restaurants
again, I’ll still be content. I won’t be bitter
about not becoming that big pop star, but if
the opportunity comes I’ll deinitely take it! 

Do you still keep in touch with your
X Factor mentor Dannii Minogue?
Yeah, absolutely. She was really happy for  
me when I told her about Eurovision.

How did you feel when you heard she
won’t be returning to the show this year?
I was a bit surprised. It’s sad to know that this
year I won’t be seeing her on TV each week,
but I guess she’s done it for a while now. She’s
done so well and was a great mentor, and 
when she did it she always gave her 
everything to each contestant.

Would you ever consider stepping in  
as a judge yourself?
Me? Maybe. I don’t know.

Some past singing show contenders have
found a calling on Australian dramas like
Neighbours and Home and Away. Have you
ever been interested in acting?
I think it would be fun, but it’s not something
I’ve done before, so while I’d love to explore it,
I don’t know if I’d be any good, to be honest.

You performed an amazing rendition of
Prince’s Purple Rain on The X Factor.
Were you upset when he passed away?
Yeah, that was so sad. I’ve been performing
Purple Rain thousands of times, everywhere! 
I’m still really shocked.

You’ve just released your new album
Classic Carpenters. Why did you decide
to go retro for this one?
My parents were big Carpenters fans and they
used to play their albums to me when I was 
young, and I really
loved the songs.
Even though the
tracks are old
now, I just think
that good music
is still good
music, and great
melodies and
words should be 
heard more.

‘NO KIDS FOR US YET!’
DAMI IS HAPPY WITH HER FAMILY OF TWO

Still living at home with her parents in
Brisbane, Dami reveals there are no plans
for her and her husband of three years,
Noah Kim, 32, to move out. As for kids,
they’re also out of the question. ‘I don’t
think I could handle little people,’ Dami
admits. ‘I feel like I want to be the centre
of attention, not the little people!’

Despite sponsoring children with the
charity Compassion – she and Noah will
visit them in Uganda ater Eurovision –
she says doesn’t have a clucky bone in her 

body. ‘I hope I become clucky one day, but
at the moment it feels like I won’t any time
soon,’ Dami says. ‘When I’m 60 and don’t
have children I might regret it, but at the
moment we’re not even talking about kids.’

As for a home of their own, Dami says
she and Noah are happy where they are.
‘My parents spend half the year in Korea,
so it’s good to have that half of the year
when they’re in Australia with them…
And even though they’re my parents,
Noah feels like he can just be himself.’

Noahhasbeen
Dami’srock
throughher
rollercoaster
ride of fame

Dami’s album Classic
Carpenters is out now. IN
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Inside...

FOOD

Have yummy
snacks at the
ready for a fun
night with pals.

HEALTH

Why is yoga
so good for
you? Just ask
Miranda Kerr!

JACKET

$125.50 TOPSHOP

TOPSHOP.COM

UM, LONDON SANDALWOOD &

VETIVER AND SYDNEY PERSIMMON & LILY SOY CANDLES $39.95 EACH
PEPPERMINT GROVE PEPPERMINTGROVEAUSTRALIA.COM.AU

HEIDI

KLUM

This week’s
LUST-HAVES
Pyjama dressing now has street-style

cred – you no longer need to save your
silky pieces for bedtime! When you are

at home, though, these gorgeous new
candles will take you on an exotic trip.

NEW YORK WARM AMBER & GERANINEW YORK WARM AMBER & GERANIUM LONDON SANDALWOOD &GERANI

TRAVEL

Be inspired by 
Postcards host 
Rebecca Judd’s 
top picks.
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SLIP

KENDALL

JENNER

DRESS

$114.95 GRANA

GRANA.COM

NECKTIE

$49 THE DARK HORSE

THEDARKHORSE.COM.AU

EARRINGS

$119 AMBER SCEATS

AMBERSCEATS.COM

CLUTCH

$427 CLARE V

NET-A-PORTER.COM

HEELS

$269.95 JAGGAR

JAGGARFOOTWEAR.COM.AU

COCKTAIL
DRINKS

TIP! Take the simple yet sexy
approach for Saturday night

drinks by letting your slip
do the talking.

KARLIE

KLOSS
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CUFF
$40 KOOKAÏ

KOOKAI.COM.AU

P
From cocktails to 
brunch, this ’90s 
trend is back – and 
ever so versatile! 

CASUAL
FRIDAY

TIP! Add some sparkle
o your working Friday
y pairing your slip with

a sot bomber and
gold accessories.

STUDS
$46 WANDERLUST + CO

WANDERLUSTANDCO.COM

SNEAKERS
$295 SENSO

SUNGLASSES
$39.95 SPORTSGIRL
SPORTSGIRL.COM.AU

$
SENSO COM AUSENSO.COM.AU

T

t
by

T

t
b

SUNGLASSES

BRUNCH
DATE

TIP! Layer up your slip
dress, ’90s style. Add

a simple tee and sneakers
for a chic, casual look.

RING $49.95
COUNTRY ROAD

COUNTRYROAD.COM.AU

CLUTCH
$800 GIVENCHY

NET-A-PORTER.COM

T-SHIRT
$25 OASIS

OASIS.ANDOTHERBRANDS.COM

UFF

AN

HEELS
$56 TOPSHOP
TOPSHOP.COM

CLUTCH
$42 TOPSHOP
TOPSHOP.COM

BOMBER JACKET
$89.95 H&M
HM.COM/AU
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BETTER?
Who wore it

SHE
DID!

SHE
DID!

SHE
DID!

HANNAHDAVIS
VS

ALESSANDRA
AMBROSIO
Alessandra wins this

style war, not only with
her accessories but also
with that fierce stance!

LORI LOUGHLIN VS JESSIE JAMES DECKER
Jessie’s strappy stilettos complement this

figure-hugging Elizabeth & James dress. Lori’s
necklace simply distracts from the pretty look.

KATE MIDDLETON VS DREW BARRYMORE
Both beauties look stunning in this Tory Burch 
creation, but Kate takes it out with statement  

gold earrings and a gorgeous shawl.

They stepped out in style, 
but one star came out on top!
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SHE 
DID!

THEY 
BOTH 
DID!

SHE 
DID!

CHRISTY TURLINGTON VS AMBER VALLETTA
Close call! Christy’s shorter hemline balances out this 

Balmain dress, though perhaps a slimmer heel on 
both ladies would have sotened the overall look.

PENÉLOPE CRUZ VS BELLA HADID
A fabulous example of two ladies in different
age brackets owning this Balmain dress and

celebrating their curves. Both winners!

GILLIAN 
JACOBS

VS EMMA 
ROBERTS
With such a busy 
print, Emma nails  

it with classic  
black heels.
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Add dimension to your 
look with this neutral hue

SCALE

JAIME 

KING
PANTS $392 

KARL LAGERFELD

NET-A-PORTER.COM
BEANIE $9.95 

COTTON ON

COTTONON.COM

COAT $399 

COUNTRY ROAD

COUNTRYROAD.COM.AU

SNEAKERS $120  

ADIDAS

THEICONIC.COM.AU

SKIRT $50
TOPSHOP

TOPSHOP.COM
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JESSICA  

ALBA

COAT $689 

FINE COLLECTION

(02) 8987 3400

RING $39.95 
COUNTRY ROAD

COUNTRYROAD.COM.AU

TOP $149.95 
WITCHERY

WITCHERY.COM.AU

BAG $385
MCQ ALEXANDER MCQUEEN

NET-A-PORTER.COM

SKIR

ELKACOL

SNEAKERS $505 
MINNA PARIKKA

ASOS.COM

PANTS $129.95 
SEED

SEEDHERITAGE.COM

JUMPER $169 STEELE
STEELELABEL.COM.AU SLIDES $9

ASOS
ASOS.CO

RTRT $299$29
ELKAELKA

LLECTIVE.COM

NECKLACEECKLACE $50$5
KOOKAKOOKAÏÏ

KOOKAI.COM.AU

ATLANTA DE 
CADENET 
TAYLOR

OLIVIA
PALERMO

939

M
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Swept aw

$249.95 SOL SANA

SOL-SANA.COM.AU

$229.95 SOL SANA

SOL-SANA.COM.AU

$329.95 ECCO

AU.SHOP.ECCO.COM

$249.95 WITCHERY

WITCHERY.COM.AU

$163.95 TOPSHOP

TOPSHOP.COM

$67.50 EGO

EGO.CO.UK

GET

C
O

M
P
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C
E
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away
Join the block 
party with the 
perfect winter-
weather boots! 

$249.95 WITCHERY
WITCHERY.COM.AU

$269.95 WITCHERY
WITCHERY.COM.AU

$84.99 FOREVER NEW
FOREVERNEW.COM.AU

$220 KOOKAÏ
KOOKAI.COM.AU

$505 CHIE MIHARA
CHIEMIHARA.COM

$249.95 TONY BIANCO
TONYBIANCO.COM.AU
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Ace your base 
with this new
style of foundation Cushion

ANTI-AGER
Puregoldandsnail
ecretion(!)combine
thisbrightening
mpacttoplump

firmyourskin
youwear it.

DEWYDELIGHT
Lightcoveragewith
adewyfinishand
anti-ageingproperties,
this isgreatforweekend
wearortouch-ups
throughouttheday.

CELEB FAVOURITE
WhenanA-lister likemodel
HaileyBaldwin isafanofa
foundation,welisten.The
mostpurse-friendlycushion
compactwe’veseen, if it’s
goodenoughforHailey,
it’sgoodenoughforus.

O
withYSL’s

ch-lovedfusion
inkfoundation, the
luxurypackagingis

amajorsellingpoint.

COLOUR

CORRECTING
Alittlethickerthan

others, thisKoreanbrand
isSPF50andisbest

toneutraliseredness
onporcelainskintones.

FRESH&HYDRATING
Alight-reflecting,blurring

complexwithwatermakesthis
feelsuper-fresh while leaving

aglowy, luminousfinish.

BRIGHTENING
Designedwithnylon

powderparticlesand
amino-acid-coated

pigment, thiscushion
brightensskinas

youwear itandevens
outskintone,while

protectingwithSPF30.

Hailey Baldwin 
touches up  

with the  
L’Oréal cushion 

compact on  
the brand’s 
Instagram

NUDE MAGIQUE CUSHION DEWY 
GLOW FOUNDATION $29.95 
L’ORÉAL PARIS 1300 659 359

NING BB CUSHION
DR JART

MIRACLE CUSHION LIQUID CUSHION
COMPACT $60 LANCÔME LANCOME.COM.AU

CC MOISTURE VEIL CUSHION COMPACT
 SPF50+ $54.99 TOUCH IN SOL

PRICELINE.COM.AU

BLANC: CHROMA BRIGHTENING 
UV CUSHION FOUNDATION 

$72  SHU UEMURA 1300 651 991 
TEINT COUTURE CUSHION $74 

GIVENCHY (02) 9221 5703

LE CUSHION ENCRE DE PEAU $88
YVES SAINT LAURENT 1300 651 991

ULUMINOU
Filledwi

much l
ink

se
int
com
andfi
whiley
TIME RETURN
SPF 50+ $67 D
(02) 9221 5703

LUMINOUS

COMPACTS
 N

ever before has liquid 
foundation been 
available in a compact 
you can carry with you 
and apply on the go. 
Hydrating, lightweight 

and handy, add one to your arsenal. he 
pad applicator means you get a mini 
massage as you pat it on your skin, too!
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FOOT FIX
This rechargeable foot file
can be used wet or dry, so

you can always do a perfect
pedi at home. It’s life-

changing for those of us
who suffer from dry,

hard skin on our

EASY
BLOW-DRY

Change the way you blow-dry
with this paddle brush, which
glides through locks without

snagging, distributes
heat evenly and smooths

cuticles for a super-
shiny, faster finish.

You need these beauty tools
in your life. Here’s why…

Tool
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FACIAL AT HOME 
Facial massage increases 

circulation, reduces puffiness, 
detoxifies and firms, but you 

usually have to head into a 
salon to see results. This tool 
makes it easy to DIY and has 

even won a Glosscar Award for 
best new skincare device. 

Simply roll over clean skin daily. 

MAKE-UP
UST-HAVE

make-up brushes seems
too hard, get this clever set. Not
only will the brushes speed up

application and have you looking
flawless, the magnetic
squarecase is a sleek

n.

BRUSH UP
With 88 per cent of
women buying skincare
products monthly or
quarterly*, make them
count by cleansing
properly first. The
Clarisonic (loved by
celebrities like Olivia
Palermo) cleans and
exfoliates, minimising
pores and allowing
products to sink in
faster and deeper.

OK! LIFE&STYLE
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BLOT OUT
This smart sponge system allows you to 
blot on the go by absorbing excess oil 
and shine. Even Khloé Kardashian is a  
fan. ‘I hate being oily, so I take these 

portable oil blotters with me  
everywhere,’ she says.
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SMART PROFILE FACE 
AND BODY DEVICE
$295 CLARISONIC

CLARISONIC.COM.AU

OLIVIA 
PALERMO

COSMETIC BRUSHES 
FROM $14.95-$24.95 

AND MAGNETIC CLIQUE 
$39.95 TBX

THEBEAUTYEXCHANGE.COM

BLOW-STYLING PADDLE BRUSH
$44.95 TANGLE TEEZER
TANGLE-TEEZER.COM.AU

BLOTTERAZZI 
$28 BEAUTYBLENDER

(02) 9221 5703 

4 K AAZ NEN .

feet.

KHLOÉ 
KARDASHIAN

OILS OF LIFE TWIN-BALL
FACIAL MASSAGER 

$49.95 THE BODY SHOP
THEBODYSHOP.COM.AU

VELVET SMOOTH 
WET & DRY FOOT FILE 

$89.99 SCHOLL 
SCHOLL.COM.AU
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CHOOSE TO CAPTIVATE
CHOOSE LOVE

NEW REVLON ULTRA HD
MATTE LIPCOLOR™

High-defi nition colour meets velvety matte. 
With a unique gel formula that delivers a lightweight, 
moisturising feel. For love that draws you in—in 8 shades.

ALEJANDRA ESPINOZA WEARS HD ADDICTION
CHOOSE YOUR SHADE AT REVLON.COM.AU



Watch House Rules  
Sunday, 7pm and 

Mon-Wed, 7.30pm  
on Channel 7 

SA’s Brooke and 
Michelle will enjoy 
dining in style thanks 
to Luke and Cody’s 
kitchen design

Kitchen

Get the look from the
latest House Rules 

winning room

UPDATERS

SPICE GRINDER

$39.95 SALT&PEPPER

SALTANDPEPPER.COM.AU

APRON $54.95
OLD ENGLISH COMPANY

HARDTOFIND.COM.AU

GLASS BOWL

$129.95 ROGUE

ZANUI.COM.AU

PENDANT

$169 BEACON LIGHTING

BEACONLIGHTING.COM.AU

SHOPPING LIST

$14.95 KIKKI-K

KIKKI-K.COM

WOODEN BOARD

$99.95 SALT&PEPPER

SALTANDPEPPER.COM.AU

KNIFE BLOCK

$989 BEANS+JAZZ

BEANSANDJAZZ.COM.AU

MUG $47.95 

SALT&PEPPER

SALTANDPEPPER.COM.AU

TEA TOWELS (SET OF 2)
$24.95 LINEN HOUSE
LINENHOUSE.COM.AU

STOOL $149.95
 DOVER MASON
ZANUI.COM.AU

SERVING BOWL $39.95
AURA BY TRACIE ELLIS

AURAHOME.COM.AU

PLACEMAT
$12.95 COUNTRY ROAD
COUNTRYROAD.COM.AU

TIP!
‘By making the rear 

elements darker they 
recede, and the white 

island, because it’s lighter, 
comes forward – making
the overall kitchen feel

bigger,’ says judge
Joe Snell. TIP!

‘Treat the kitchen 
as an extension of your 
living space,’ says judge 
Wendy Moore. ‘Choose 

colours and materials that 
tie in with your overall 

colour scheme.’
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Feast with

FRIENDS

16
MAKES

Settle in for a binge-watch TV
night with tasty snacks to share

INGREDIENTS

• 16 chicken drumettes

•600ml buttermilk 

• 21⁄2 cups cornflake 
crumbs

•2 tsp smoked paprika

•2 tsp dried oregano

•1 tsp garlic powder

METHOD 
1 Place chicken in a large 
bowl. Pour over buttermilk, 
turning to coat. Marinate 
1-2 hours. 2 Preheat oven 
to hot, 200°C. Line an 
oven tray with baking 
paper. 3 In a shallow dish, 
combine crumbs with 
spices. Drain chicken from 

buttermilk. Toss in crumb
mixture to coat. Arrange
on tray and spray with oil. 
4 Bake 30-35 minutes, until 
cooked through and crispy. 

TIP 
To turn this into a meal  
for 4, serve the chicken 
with an easy jalapeño slaw.  
In a large bowl, combine  
3 cups shredded cabbage,  
1 sliced red onion, 1 bunch 
chopped coriander and  
3 chopped jalapeño 
chillies. Toss through  
1⁄2 cup aioli combined  
with 1 tbsp lime juice. 
Season to taste. 

INGREDIENTS 

• 11⁄4 cups plain flour

• 1⁄2 tsp baking 
powder 

• 375ml bottle 
chilled lager- 
style beer

• Vegetable oil  
for deep-fry 

• 4 white onions,  
1cm rounds, rings 
separated 

Sauce 

• 2⁄3 cup egg 
mayonnaise

• 100g blue cheese, 
finely chopped

• 2 tbsp balsamic 
vinegar

METHOD 
1 In a large bowl, 
combine flour and 
baking powder. 
Season to taste. 
Make a well in the 

centre. Add beer, 
whisking until 
smooth. Set aside.  
2 For the sauce, in  
a small bowl, stir all 
ingredients together. 
Season to taste.  
3 Heat oil in a large 
saucepan or wok  
on high until a few 
crumbs sizzle as soon 
as they are added 
(170°C). 4 Working in 
4 batches, dip onion 
rings into batter, 
draining off excess. 
Lower into hot oil. 
Cook 2-3 minutes 
each, turning, until 
crisp and golden. 
Drain on paper towel. 
Repeat with the 
remaining onion rings 
and batter, reheating 
oil between batches. 
Serve straight away 
with sauce. 

CRUNCHY 
BUTTERMILK 
DRUMETTES

FRIED ONION RINGS 
WITH BLUE  

CHEESE SAUCE

TIP
Keep cooked 
rings hot in a 

warm oven, 150°C, 
while cooking 

the rest.

8
SERVES

OK! LIFE&STYLE



A D V E R T O R I A L

Find your nearest Amcal at amcal.com.au or
Guardian Pharmacy at guardianpharmacies.com.au

At night-time, you’ll want a rich
moisturiser to intensely hydrate

your skin while you sleep, so you’ll
wake up feeling sot, smooth and
radiant. For normal or dry skin.

Want your skin to feel soter,
smoother and look younger? This light

moisturiser targets fine lines, plus it
comes in normal and dry skin, so you

can feel protected all day.

* Refers to clinical testing on UK, French and German consumers over three months with
a month follow-up ater (serum age only).

Boots Laboratories and Serum 7 are trade marks of The Boots Company PLC

THE BEAUTY OFCertainty

INTENSIVE CARE

FOR YOUR SKIN

Protecting Day Cream,
50ml, $34.

Regenerating Night Cream,
50ml, $34.

Rachael Finch
BEAUTYAMBASSADOR

This concentrated, skin-
perfecting beauty serum works

to target the first signs of
ageing by visibly reducing the
appearance of fine lines and
wrinkles in just four weeks.*

Serum7 Beauty Serum 30ml, $36.

Worksbest
togetheras
partof your
dailybeauty
regime

Only at and

Ageing is a fact of life, but it’s not necessarily the calendar that
bothers us – it’s those visible signs of ageing that make us feel old.
Now, the happy news: Boots Laboratories has developed the Serum7

skincare range, to alleviate the signs of ageing.

The Serum7 range has been carefully formulated to improve the
early signs of ageing so you can experience the feeling of smoother
skin. The Serum7 Beauty Serum 30ml ($36) has been scientifically
proven in independent tests to reveal visibly younger looking
skin in just four weeks*.

SPICED 
PIZZA 

POPCORN
INGREDIENTS 

• 1⁄2 cup dry popcorn 
kernels 

•2 tbsp olive oil

• 1⁄2 cup grated 
parmesan

• 2 tbsp finely 
chopped sundried 
tomatoes

• 2 tsp dried oregano

• 1⁄2 tsp chilli powder

• 1⁄2 tsp garlic 
powder

METHOD 
1 Prepare popcorn 
following packet 
instructions. 2 Line  
a large mixing bowl 
with baking paper.  
3 Transfer popcorn  
to bowl, add oil  
and toss to coat.  
Add all remaining 
ingredients and mix 
well. Serve warm. 

LAYERED CHUNKY GUACAMOLE
INGREDIENTS 

• 2 avocados, seeded, peeled, 
chopped

•Juice 1 lime

• 400g can kidney beans,  
rinsed, drained

•250g jar tomato salsa

•250g tub sour cream

•1 cup shredded tasty cheese

• 1 tomato, seeded, finely 
chopped

•1⁄4 red onion, finely chopped

•1 tbsp coriander leaves

•Natural corn chips, to serve

METHOD
1 In a large bowl, roughly mash 
avocado. Stir in juice and season 
to taste. 2 In a large serving 
bowl, arrange layers of beans, 
salsa, sour cream, avocado 
mixture and cheese. Top with 
combined tomato, onion and 
coriander. Keep chilled until 
ready to serve. Serve with  
corn chips for dipping.

8
SERVES

10
MAKES
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‘I’vebeendoing
yogaforover12
yearsnow,’says
modelMiranda
Kerr. ‘I likethe
effectithason

my body’

OK! LIFE&STYLE

Yoga isn’t just good for yourmind
and body, it has numerous beauty
beneits, too!

1
Increase circulationBoosting
the oxygen in your blood stream

and increasing the speed atwhich
itmoves around your body
ensures your skin, hair, nails and
mind get everything they need.
‘Yogawill improve your all-round
physical andmental health,
enhance circulation, improve
digestion and reduce anxiety and
stress,’ saysHelen Feeney of hair
supplement brandViviscal.

2
Boost awareness ‘hrough
yogawe increase our body

awareness,’ says Katie Garnett
fromYogaAustralia. ‘We become
moremindful of howwe’re sitting,
howwe’re standing and aware of
tensionwe’re holding in diferent 
parts of our body.’

3
Relax and repair ‘here are
two branches of the nervous

system in the body – the ight or
light response and the rest and
digest,’ says Katie. ‘Because we live
in such a busy world, people often
operate in ight or light mode.
Yoga gives you an opportunity
to kick into rest and di est,
giving your body t
to repair and detox

4
Sweat Whethe
you are doing

hot yoga or
simply energising
breathing and
holding poses,
your body is
sweating, releasing
toxins from the
body, and that’s
beneicial to our in
health as well as o

HEALTH
Food and fitness for  
the body beautiful

YOGA
FOUR REASONS TO START NOW

Spotlight on... 

HAIR
‘Excessive stress is a
known contributor to

hair loss,’ says Helen, who
explains that yoga helps

to manage stress, still your
mind and encourage you
to focus on the present.
‘Also, all forward-bending

asanas [positions] enhance
blood circulation in the
head, and this nourishes
the roots of your hair.’

SKIN
Increasing oxygen to the

body and stimulating
blood flow results in
plump, glowing skin
straight ater your

workout. It can even help
the bags under your eyes,

oten caused by blood
pooling due to poor

circulation. The lion face
pose relieves tension in

the face, ‘specifically
upping circulation and

creating a warming
feeling’, says Katie. 

HOW
TO BREATHE

‘The yogic breathing
[Pranayama breathing] is the

most efficient way to breathe,’
says Katie. ‘It’s diaphragmatic

breathing that teaches us how to
use the lower lobes of the lungs

so we can get more oxygen
into our body – in turn the
deep breathing stimulates

the body’s relaxation 
response.’

THE BEAUTY

BENEFITS…

os e eeps
her model

figure in shape
with regular
stretching.

ROSIE

HUNTINGTON-

WHITELEY 

ARLIE KLOSS

Alessandra even practises on
her paddleboard! She admits it’s

‘so much harder than it looks’.

ALESSANDRA

AMBROSIO 
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Beauties who
believe in yoga

The model starts

her day with yoga.

‘Stretch and strength

training before

work,’ she posted. 



The globetrotting Postcards host
shares her top travel picks

with

Top spot
FOR ROMANCE 
‘Qualia on Hamilton Island 
is very romantic.’

Best place
TO TAKE KIDS
‘Whistler in Canada
for the snow. Or for
something closer within 
Australia, I would
deinitely recommend
Noosa – it’s beautiful.’

#1 MUST-
PACK ITEM
‘Am I allowed to say 
make-up? Oh, and 
ear plugs, so you get 
a good night’s sleep.’

Fave SHOPPING
DESTINATION
‘Dubai, always!hey have these
super saleswhere you can get
60 to 70 per cent ofdesigner
labels. It’s amazing. Last time
Iwas there I got a pair of Gucci
shoes thatwere 80 per cent of
– current season.’

Dream
HOLIDAY

DESTINATION
‘Italy – it’s my favourite country in the world. 
My husband Chris and I went there just 
before we got married. We called it our early 
honeymoon, and we did the Amalfi  Coast, 
Venice and Rome. It was very easy to get 
around and all the towns are so close to each 
other, but each one has its own personality.’

ESCAPE...

A beach vacay is the 
perfect getaway for the 
family, which includes 
Oscar, four, and Billie, 
two – and identical twin 
boys due in October! 
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Lydia categor
denies rumou
she cheatedo
husbandwith
Warne (above

LYDIA HITS BACK AT RUMOURS OF
AN AFFAIR WITH SHANE WARNE

InsideRHOM’s

D
id Lydia Schiavello
hook up with Shane
Warne at the Logies?
‘It’s all crap,’ says the
Real Housewives of
Melbourne star of the

accusations that have been hurled
at her since the start of the season,
and which came to a head when
Jackie Gillies opened up at a dinner
party in the show’s inal episode.

‘I left you at the Logies,’ Jackie,
35, said during the confrontation.
‘I walked out of his room and I left
you there [with him].’

he psychic and wife of rocker
Ben Gillies tells OK! that the
incident occurred two years ago,
and Susie McLean, 47, conirms
there’ll be a lot more discussion
about the incident when the

explosive upcoming reunion
episode goes to air. ‘[Lydia’s
husband] Andrew [Norbury] called
looking for her,’ explains Susie. ‘And
Jackie and Ben were asked to cover
for her… it was quite shocking.’

Jackie says the situation was
uncomfortable, and that’s what
caused the rift between them. ‘I
think the thing is that she put myself
and my husband in this position
– asking us to lie for her, that’s a
really cruel thing to do,’ she says.

But Lydia, 46, insists there has
never been anything but friendship
between Shane and her, and she’s
hurt by the claims. ‘Jackie’s making
up shit and she’s trying to destroy
my family,’ says the mum of three.

Either way, the reunion episode
is sure to be a bloodbath!

tv

While Chyka Keebaugh has
bowed out of the fourth series,
her co-stars are unsure of their
future on the show. ‘We’re all up
for a renewal of contract,’ shares
Jackie. ‘So who will return, we
don’t know, but we definitely
need some new blood.’

     LOGIES 
CHEATING 
SCANDAL

Watch The Real Housewives of 
Melbourne reunion, 8.30pm, Arena

WHO WON’T 
RETURN?

W

THE

G
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ursthat
onher
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Watch
MasterChef

Sunday-Tuesday,
7.30pm on
Channel 10

‘I justkept
bringinghim
around,’says
Zoeofgetting
herfamily
toaccept
Marcus. ‘I’m
stubborn!’

Watch  
The Voice 

Sunday and 
Monday, 
7.30pm, 

Channel 9

‘It was mortifying at the time,’ admits The
Voice contestant Casey Dolcetta, 23, of
the decision that was let in her hands
ater her audition with pal Barnaby
‘Barney’ Reiter. Their performance
triggered coach Joel Madden to offer
her a place in the competition as a solo
artist, leaving the Melbourne singer
to choose whether she would continue
on alone or leave with her friend.

The ultimatum, which Casey
referred to at the time as

‘cruel’, was also backed
by Ronan Keating, but
Casey says that she and

Barney have no lingering hard feelings
towards either of them. However, there
might have been some awkwardness
during her first mentoring session with
her new coaches Joel and Benji, both 37.

‘It was the big elephant in the room,’
Casey tells. ‘But it was definitely
acknowledged. I said, “I miss him and it
feels really weird without him here, but
I’m ready to be part of the experience.”’

As for Barney and Casey’s five-year
friendship, the duo still jam together
and are adamant that things between
them are just as strong now as they
ever were bef

   JOEL’S 
‘CRUEL’ MOVE

Voice 

shock split

MY REAL-LIFE BIG 
FAT GREEK WEDDING

A spot on Team Madden couldn’t mean
more to former bricklayer Andrew 
Loadsman, 30, who chased his music
dream from Sydney to Melbourne with h
wife Lisa. ‘We really struggled; we spent
of our savings getting set up and when i
didn’t work out we were devastated,’ tel
Andrew. But a spot on the ‘life-changing
show proves his determination paid off.

MasterChef stand-out Zoe 
Konikkos, 31, isn’t one to  
shy away from a challenge. 
When the Melbourne sales 
manager first introduced her 
non-European hubby Marcus 
to her Greek Cypriot family, 
she says it was ‘tricky’. ‘When 
you’re from a large European 

family it’s expected that you 
end up with a guy who has 
the same background,’ she 
explains. But she stayed firm 
and just over two years ago, 
the pair married in a lavish 
wedding. ‘I think I had eight 
tables of my family – he had 
one,’ Zoe laughs.

Zoe Konikkos

I HIT ROCK BOTTO

ANDREW LOADSMAN

CASEY DOLCETTA, ONE HALF OF THE DUO FORCED TO 
DIVIDE ON THE BLIND AUDITION STAGE, OPENS UP TO OK!

fore. 
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t all
t
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’ 

N

RIHANNA 
2.0

Don’t think you’d be the 
first one to confuse team 

Jessie J’s Aaliyah Warren, 17, 
with Rihanna. ‘I’ve been 
compared to her pretty 

much my whole life,’ 
she says.
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‘JUSTIN BIEBER

Chelsea Handler

HE NO-FILTER FUNNY LADY LETS LOOSE 
ON LIFE AND HER NEW CHAT SHOW 

Yes, Kit Harington lied to us,
but we’ll forgive him, and not 
just because he’s once again 
gracing us with his presence as 
Game of Thrones fan-favourite 
Jon Snow, but because he 
regrets his dishonesty. 

‘I’d like to say sorry for lying,’ 
he said ater his character’s 
recent resurrection. And for 
our suffering – and Kit’s, who 

explains he felt he ‘betrayed’
those closest to him (he even 
accepted a heartfelt farewell 
letter from co-star Sophie 
Turner) – we can expect a lot 
more of Jon. ‘It’s a massive 
season, it’s his biggest season 
so far,’ says the British actor. 

With the ‘biggest battle 
ever’ still to come, as promised 
by producers, there’s also the 

suspicious arrival of Lyanna
Stark. She’s rumoured to be 
Jon’s mother and appears just 
before the Lord Commander’s 
revival. So there are lots of 
potential storylines – to make 
up for the nine months of 
mourning we’ve just endured!

he comic genius behind 
Netlix’s irst-ever talk 
show, Chelsea Handler, 
41, says her new ofering 
Chelsea will shizz over 
everything she did 

ing her seven-year run on E!’s 
lsea Lately. Now she has full 

ative control, we can expect a 
ole lot of ‘in-your-face’, she tells… 

us a little about your new  
k show…
re will be celebrities, but it’s 
like celebrity-centric… I want 

alk about everything. I need to 
p myself interested in order  
eep my viewers interested. 

w did you wind up on Netflix?
ent to them… I thought they 
w what they were doing. 

u’ve spoken about E! not 
ing you much of a say when  
ame to content on Chelsea 
ely. How does being with 
tflix compare?

It’s the diference between playing 
with kids on a playground and 
being in a well-respected college. 
What’s the worst celebrity 
interview you’ve ever had?
Justin Bieber, because he was 
trying to lirt with me and it was  
so uncomfortable. hat’s his shtick 
– he would just come on and lirt 
with you and you just felt like  
a child molester right away. 
What was it like dating 50 Cent?
It wasn’t the most serious 
relationship… I was like, ‘I’m  
not gonna date somebody  
whose name is a number.’
Do you hope to have kids  
one day? 
I just don’t want to take anybody 
to the zoo. I don’t want to go to 
Disneyland… Don’t be a mum if 
you can’t be the mother you 
would’ve wanted.

TF, JON SNOW IS STILL ALIVE!

Watch Chelsea  
Wednesday-Friday, 5pm, Netflix

Watch Game of Thrones 
Monday, 11am, Showcase

TH

duri
Che
crea
who

Tell
talk
he
not
to ta
keep
to k
How
I we
kne
You
givi
it ca
Late
Net

Chelsea says 
of her new 

show, ‘I haven’t 
been this 
proud of 

something in a  
long time’

‘It’s going to be 
so relieving 

when people 
see the show 
and realise  

I don’t come 
back,’ Kit  
said of his 
character  
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OK!’S TOP PICKS FOR THIS WEEK’S HOTTEST SHOWS AND FLICKS…

Must Watch
THE

Tuesday, 8.40pm,
Channel 7

On Stan now

Wednesday, 8.30pm, 
Style

In cinemas May 19

SEVEN YEAR  

SWITCH
It’s the moment where
the couples decide if
they stay or go – and
expect some big shocks!
Will Tim follow through 
with the baby talk?

WOLF CREEK
John Jarratt’s outback film 
franchise returns as a
TV six-parter, and we
could very well see his
‘head on a stick’ if
revenge-seeking Eve
(Lucy Fry) has her way. 

CRIMINAL
What happens when the
memories of a criminal
and a top spy mesh?
Kevin Costner shows us
in this action flick, which
also stars Ryan Reynolds
and Batman v Superman
model-turned-actress 
Gal Gadot. 

TORI & DEAN:

CABIN FEVER
Can you spot the cracks?
Months before it was
revealed Dean McDermott
cheated on his wife Tori
Spelling, the couple filmed
this reno show. Was it the 
Portaloo that did it?

2

5

4

In cinemas now

1
WHISKEY

TANGO

FOXTROT
War-zone dramedy isn’t
a style of film you come
across oten, but if you like
Aussies killing it in major
American films (Margot
Robbie and Stephen
Peacocke both feature),
then this will do the trick.
The Tina Fey-led biopic
focuses on a relentless
TV journo on assignment 
in Afghanistan.
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MargotRobbie
saysofworking
withTinaFey, ‘It’s
been really fun’  



ACROSS
1 Heist thriller starring Casey Affleck,
Chiwetel Ejiofor, Woody Harrelson
and Kate Winslet, __ 9 (6)

4 Reality TV renovation show hosted
by Scott Cam (3,5)

7 Cameron Diaz and Jason Segel 
star in the comedy, Sex __ (4)

8 Action spy thriller starring
Angelina Jolie (4)

9 Making a Murderer is a hit doco
series that examines the case against
accused killer Steven __ (5)

11 Matt and George’s fellow judge
on MasterChef Australia, Gary __ (7)

14 Actress who stars in Parks and
Recreation and Sisters, Amy __ (7)

16 Mornings and The Voice Australia
host, __ Kruger (5)

17 Reality TV series following Abby
Lee Miller as she coaches young
performers, __ Moms (5)

18 Biopic with Michael Fassbender
in the title role, __ Jobs (5)

20 English Grammy Award-winning
singer with the hit song Hello (5)

22 The Tudors and Gosford Park
actor, Jeremy __ (7)
24 Jake Gyllenhaal movie about a
disastrous Himalayan expedition (7)
28 Steve Irwin’s daughter who won
the American version of Dancing
with the Stars (pictured) (5)
29 Former One Direction member
with the track Pillowtalk, __ Malik (4)
30 Sia’s latest album, __ is Acting (4)
31 Designer, Collette __ (8)
32 Emmy-winning TV series evoking
the 1960s (3,3)

DOWN
1 Magic Mike star, Channing __ (5)
2 Comedy with Jim, Michelle and
Stifler, American __ (3)
3 Teen romcom with Emma Stone
as a high school student whose little 
white lie backfires (4,1)
4 Comedy about the romantic
misfortunes of two married couples,
You Will Meet a __ Dark Stranger (4)
5 Comic radio duo, Andy Lee and 
Hamish __ (5)

6 Horror thriller, The Skeleton __ (3)

10 Talk show host, __ DeGeneres (5)

12 Star Wars hero played by
Harrison Ford, __ Solo (3)

13 Nicole Kidman stars as the actress 
wife of Prince Rainier III in the
biopic, __ of Monaco (5)

15 Oscar-winner, __ Witherspoon (5)

16 Tammy and The Big Wedding star, 
__ Sarandon (5)

17 Trumbo actress, __ Lane (5)

19 Actor who stars alongside Robert
De Niro in Dirty Grandpa, Zac __ (5)

21 Shia LaBeouf computer thriller,
Eagle __ (3)

23 Project Runway host, __ Klum (5)

25 Topher Grace’s villain role in
Spider-Man 3 (5)

26 Boxer who has a cameo in the
comedy film Entourage, Mike __ (5)

27 Kate Hudson’s mum, Goldie __ (4)

28 Action film series with Will Smith
and Martin Lawrence, __ Boys (3)

30 Seth MacFarlane resumes his
role as the voice of a foul-mouthed 
bear in __ 2 (3)
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Pictured
Ms Marais

In this
place

Capital city
of Norway

Character
in Frasier

Purple
flower

Counted up
Clenched
hand

Part of
the eye

__ Mailman,
actress

Apiary
insect

Cart track Rods Bespatter

Performs
on stage

Cast out
Black Mass
star (6,4)

Stiff paper
Giraffe’s
long

feature

Pub,hotel

Cord fibre Inert gas
Liquid
mineral

Pictured
MsTheron

Great __,
extinct bird

__ Nielsen,
actor

Hair-
colouring

Greek
pastry

Lariat Roe,spawn

Subsequent Eye sore

Naked
figures

Guided
Walker’s
distance
gauge

Blocks of
firewood

Indian
gown

Savoury
spreads

Drink
daintily

Bird’s perch

Black fluid Everyone Overturn Avenue
Call a
halt to

Droop

Cheerio French fry Servant
Actress,
Ms

Witherspoon

Curious
Lleyton

Hewitt’s wife
Spooky

Exactly
right (4,2)

Plural of ‘is’

__ Longoria
US

actress

Great
warmth

Cowboy
film

Byword

Agile
__ Falco,US
actress

Lamb’s
mum

Hits Short note
Strong

onion-like
bulb

Enormous

The __,
Apocalypso

band

Impact
mark

Join with
stitching

Long-term
spy

Fringe Transported

Clippers

__ Danson,
actor

Adam’s
partner

Dog with
thick

curly hair

Spool for a
fishing line

Juniper-
flavoured
spirit

__ Bon
Jovi, rock
singer

Go brown Elite
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WRITE YOUR ANSWERS IN THE DIRECTION OF THE ARROWS. THE COLOURED SQUARES, READ 
IN ORDER, WILL REVEAL THE COUNTRY IN WHICH THE PICTURED STARS WERE BORN (5,6)HOLLYWORD
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HOROSCOPES
WONDER WHAT’S IN STORE FOR YOU? OK!’S INTUITIVE ASTROLOGER  

TO THE STARS, TEYMARA, TELLS ALL. WWW.TEYMARA.COM

MEGAN

FOX
celebrates her
30th birthday

on May 16
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LEO
JUL 24 – AUG 23

Pushing things to the back
of your mind won’t get you

anywhere. Negative thinking
will keep you chained to the
past, so taking care of any

problems as they arise means
you can face the future with
a clean slate and a positive

outlook. In order for your life
to work, first you must work! 

This week’s mantra:
I will get it done.

TAURUS
APR 21 – MAY 21

This week’s positive birthday
energy will create some great
opportunities for you, so it’s
important you know exactly
what you want. Make sure

you’re the one who’s in control
– don’t allow anyone else to

dictate your life. Thinking about
things from a new perspective

will also prove beneficial.
This week’s mantra:

I am in control.

SCORPIO
OCT 24 – NOV 22

This week’s whirlwind planetary
energy will force you to look at
things in an entirely new way.
Sometimes you just have to

give in to your feelings whether
you like it or not, and this is one

of those times. Living in the
past won’t get you anywhere,

so take advantage of the
opportunities coming your way.

This week’s mantra:
Just go for it!

AQUARIUS
JAN 21 – FEB 19

Being the water bearer, you’ve
tended to carry too much for
other people until now, so it’s
time to nurture yourself and

do what’s in your best interests.
It’s all very well and good to
help out, but it should never

be at your expense. By letting
go, they’ll have to take control 

of their own lives.
This week’s mantra: 

It’s my turn.

VIRGO
AUG 24 – SEP 23

Mixing with encouraging
people will support you in

creating success this week, so
this is a good time to look at

what you can do to boost your
career. A fresh perspective will

work wonders as far as your
emotional life is concerned

– it’s amazing how empowered 
you’ll feel as a result.
This week’s mantra:

Time for a new attitude.

GEMINI
MAY 22 – JUN 21

Those of you who are
constantly on the go need to

take it nice and slow this week.
This will allow you to carefully
think things through before
opening your mouth! On the
other hand, don’t be afraid to
stand your ground if there’s an
issue you feel strongly about.

Just go with your gut.
This week’s mantra: 

Take it easy.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV 23 – DEC 21

It’s time to face the music and
stop blaming others for the
mistakes that have resulted
from the decisions you’ve

made. If you’ve walked all over
others to get what you want
in the past, then it’s time for
apologies. It’s about doing

what’s right to create the best
possible outcome for everyone.

This week’s mantra:
I’m responsible for my actions.

PISCES
FEB 20 – MAR 20

There’s no point holding things
in – say what needs to be said

and get it over with. Don’t allow
yourself to be swayed by other
people at the expense of your
own needs. It’s up to you to put

your foot down and get your
priorities straight. Expecting

others to do the right thing will
only leave you disappointed. 

This week’s mantra:
I tell it like it is.

LIBRA
SEP 24 – OCT 23

Be prepared for some angry
responses from others when
you lay things on the line this
week. Not everyone will be
happy with your decisions,
so try to remain calm and

be patient as your work your
way through the situation.

Just be yourself, because it’s
impossible to please everyone.

This week’s mantra:
Patience is a virtue.

CANCER
JUN 22 – JUL 23

Make sure you maintain a
positive frame of mind when

making decisions this week. To
create the outcomes you want
you’ll need to be fearless, so
don’t let a lack of confidence
stop you from achieving your
goals. You’ll feel revitalised

once you turn your negative
feelings into positive energy. 

This week’s mantra: 
Bring it on!

CAPRICORN
DEC 22 – JAN 20

This week is all about moving
forward with your life, so stop

putting off making those
important decisions. The stars
will support you when it comes
to communicating your choices

with your close family and
friends. You can also look

forward to receiving the news
that you’ve been waiting for. 

This week’s mantra:
I look to the future.

ARIES
MAR 21 – APR 20

Trusting your instincts is really
important as you plough your
way through the week. While

it’s important to take other
people’s suggestions on board,
ultimately you’re the one who

knows what’s best for you.
Once you’ve figured out what
you want, focus your efforts

on making it happen.
This week’s mantra:
I know what I want.



A D V E R T O R I A L

XL-S MEDICAL

You can rediscover the confi dent, 
healthy and happy you with XL-S Medical, 

a NEW weight loss aid. Available in all 
leading pharmacies. 

VISIT XLSMEDICAL.COM.AU AND START YOUR WEIGHT LOSS 

JOURNEY TODAY WITH XL-S MEDICAL. 

Always read the label and use only as directed. 
To be taken with a balanced diet and exercise. CHC 71286-02/16

BE BOLD ON THE RED CARPET

Sally Hansen presents the new Limited
Edition Complete Salon Manicure Red

Carpet Collection featuring six decadent 
shades designed to make an impact. 
With a mixture of nude shades and 
creamy fi nishes, these eye-catching 

polishes are an easy way to complete 
your special occasion look.

SALLY HANSEN RED CARPET COLLECTION $14.95 EACH. 

FOR STOCKISTS, CALL 1800 812 663. VISIT PRICELINE.COM.AU 

LIGHTWEIGHT 

HIGH-DEFINITION 

LIP COLOUR

Revlon Ultra HD 
Matte Lipcolor™ 

is formulated with 
Revlon’s 100% wax-
free gel technology, 

providing vivid colour 
in every swipe. 
A plush, velvety 

applicator provides 
easy, smooth 

application. Available 
in eight sultry shades, 

scented with the 
irresistible fragrance 

of whipped vanilla 
and creamy mango.

RRP AU $23.95; NZ $26.50. 

AVAILABLE AT DEPARTMENT STORES, 

DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORES AND 

PHARMACIES NATIONWIDE.

Everything the OK! girl needs right now!

BUYS

INTENSIVE CARE FOR SKIN

Designed for quick, all-over coverage, Vaseline Spray 
Moisturisers absorb into the skin in seconds. So with just 

a few quick rubs, you’re ready to run out the door. 
RRP $9.99 FOR 190G. VISIT VASELINE.COM.AU 

ORGANIC GOODNESS 

Chia! These little seeds just got 
hotter, thanks to Goodness. 

A plant oil for great-looking skin, 
Certifi ed Organic Chia Seed Oil 

is a mega-omega boost for a 
hydrated and nourished glow.  
AVAILABLE AT PARTICIPATING CHEMIST WAREHOUSE, 

MY CHEMIST, PRICELINE, PRICELINE PHARMACY, BIG W 

AND WOOLWORTHS STORES NATIONWIDE. RRP $19.95. 

VISIT GOODNESSPRODUCTS.COM

BE BOLD ON THE RD O D CARPETED



CURLY

HAIR,
DON’T CARE!
Tay’s newperoxide
locks don’t look far
off her natural

hair colour.

SNIPPETS AND
SNAPS FROM

THE FUN SIDE O
F THE BIZ

THE

MIX

STARS THROW BACK TO A

TIME BEFORE FAME WITH SOME 

SUPER-CUTE RETRO SNAPS! 

Flashback

PHOEBE
TONKIN

LIZ

HURLEY

DR

BARRYM

TAYLOR

SWIFT

SCHOOL
GIRL STYLIN’
The bright red bow

proves that gorgeous
Phoebe’s always
had a knack for
accessorising!

TINY
DANCER!

Drew shows she’s
always been a natural

talent with some
ballet-inspired 

moves.

WebetJanuary

hadagiggle
overthis
throwback snap

ChildAmy
looksjustas

devilishas
adult Amy! 

Lookslikegreat
skinandhair

arejust in
Liz’s genes!

JANUARY

JONES

AMY

SCHUMER



Themodels cemented their
friendshipwith the initials
of both of their last names.

Shhhh! Don’t tell Rihanna
that LiLo and Lily copied her
finger tatt! The party pals
paid a late-night visit to a
WestHollywood parlour ater
a big night out together at
celeb fave Chateau Marmont.

Miley’s definitely part
of the Hemsworth
family now!

Styles and Justin
Bieber have
anything to
do with these
ladies’ broken-
heart tatts?

to go around – she and
Kelly got their pinkies
inked together.

BFF

West have a little
n the Met Gala red
May 2? The 38-year-
orting a suspicious-
stain on the back of

eans during his walk
wn the red carpet…

‘MY FINGERS

We’ve got to hand it to her
– Elizabeth Olsen will do
anything to nail her crat.
The 27-year-old had to get
her fingers fit for h
as the Scarlet Witc
Captain America:
War, as her charac
powers are all in he

‘I actually do fing
exercises,’ the act
reveals. ‘Because I
and figure out how
to isolate my finge
And I’m not very
good with my let
hand, so we always
try and feature
the right.’

At least now she
a back-up career s
‘I would love to do
campaign!’ she lau

Elizabeth Olsen

BECAUSE FRIENDSHIP

BRACELETS ARE,

LIKE, SO 1992

M
o
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r 

CARA DELEVINGNE 

& JOURDAN DUNN

C ld H

KENDALL JENNER 

& HAILEY BALDWIN

LINDSAY LOHAN 

& LILY ALLEN

C h l f l

KELLY OSBOURNE &

CARA DELEVINGNE 

Mil ’ d fi i lM

MILEY CYRUS 

& ELSA PATAKY

Did Kanye W
accident on
carpet on M
old was spo

looking
his je
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ad to get
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ch in
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cter’s
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ger
ress
try

w
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s 
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orted.
a hand

ughs.

We’re keeping 
our fingers 
crossed that  
all her hard 
work pays off

 TATTS!

Rumours are flying that 
Kanye had a colon 

cleanse before the 
event, but didn’t give 

himself enough 
recovery time!

Kanye the...
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THE

IT’S AMA

OF MA

NEIL PATRICK

HARRIS

Someone looks
cranky while at
work on A Series
Unfortunate Eve

AZING WHAT A BIT

AKE-UP CAN DO!

s of
ents!

under
cover

JULIANNE

MOORE

Marie
Antoinette?
Nope, it’s just
Julianne on
the set of
Wonderstruck.
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BENEDICT 

CUMBERBATCH 

Imagine seeing 
Doctor Strange on 

the street. You’d run 
the other way, until 
you realised it was 

handsome Benedict.

ELIZABETH 

BANKS 

The normally 
gorgeous  
actress looks 
positively 
repulsive as  
the villainous 

Rita Repulsa  
from the Power 
Rangers reboot!

ZOE SALDANA 

Zoe’s looking  
a little green 

around the gills 
on the set of 

Guardians of the 
Galaxy Vol. 2.



Apple, the Apple logo and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

140 TRIED AND TESTED GOURMET FAST RECIPES
SHOPPING LIST / HOW-TO VIDEOS & MORE!

BIG ON FLAVOUR,  
SHORT ON EFFORT

Search for Gourmet Fast on the

FREE!
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NEWS / REVIEWS / GOSSIP / VIDEOS / PREVIEWS
INTERVIEWS / PROGRAM GUIDE & MORE!

ALL THE LATEST NEWS AND GOSSIP 
ABOUT YOUR FAVOURITE TV SHOWS 
AT THE TOUCH OF YOUR FINGERTIPS.

Search for TV Week on the or using 

FREE!


